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The following provocative and heavily researched article
has been extracted from the 9/29/97 issue of The New
Federalist (P.O. Box 889; Leesburg, VA 20178; 800:4534108). We here present Part I of what will be a series, due
to our space limitations.
The number of devious ways in which the British Monarchy
has worked to maintain control over their uppity American
colonies is exceeded only by the oblivion of most Americans
to what has actually been ongoing since the so-called War of
Independence. Just as one example that is difficult for most
to believe, the British rock & roll invasion of the late ’40s
comes to mind as one particularly well executed New World
Order social degeneration experiment right out of MI-6
CONTACT

(British secret Military Intelligence) which was met here with open arms and
overheated cash registers-as it is typical we pay for our own demise.
What is most important about this article is how it. reveals both the
subtleties and the intricacies of such sophisticated subversion tactics as they
are here applied to dupe the unwary and well-intentioned alike. The play on
fear and the pumping-up of easily-led egos are tried-and-true mechanisms
of mind control, and their effectiveness is amply demonstrated in what you
are about to read.
- Dr. Edwin A4. Young, Editor-In-Chief
(Please see Militias
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DR.

MOSSAD

LOCKERBIE

AL OVERHOLT
GUILTY
PAN

OF
AM

BOMBING??
Excerpted
from the INTERNET,
10/97:
[quoting]
[The author had been talking about a person
who was murdered in Englandjust before he was to
start marketing a free-energy device. He then
continues with this story.]
. . . Speaking of cynical European powers, I have
for long harbored the strong suspicion that it was
the Israeli Mossad (and not any Moslem terrorists)
who blew up the Pan Am plane over Lockerbie,
Scotland with loss of about 350 lives. I have two
strong pieces of evidence, one of which I have never
before revealed but which I am now going to publish, even though Imay also drop dead mysteriously
as a result, myself, because it is based upon personal EYE-WITNESS knowledge that only a handful of people have.
There are 3 pieces of evidence which cause me
to suspect the Mossad.
(1) It is well known that the Mossad uses assassination against those who help their enemies, e.g.
the case of British [sic] inventor Gerard [?I Bull,
inventor of a long-range gun which he was helping
Saddam Hussein to build, who was killed in his
hotel room in Paris and written off by the French
police as a bungled robbery. Also the Mossad is
currentlv assassinating Hamas agents.
(2) There is a former Mossad agent & confidant
whom the Mossad uses as a “public mouthpiece”
who has tried vigorously to pin the Lockerbie crime
on “Muslim terrorists”. He has (on behalf of relatives of victims, seeking damages in civil courts)
testified under oath & penalty of perjury, and also
openly published articles in reputable US publications, claiming that his buddies in the Mossad were
watching the Muslim terrorists and tracking them &
their explosive-laden suitcase, and even had Mossad
agents inside of the airport-watching-the
suitcase being loaded on the ill-fated plane!
This is tantamount to an official Mossad confession that they were “on the scene”.
(3) The following may be taken to be close to a
self-incriminating confession, by those who do not
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understand the subtleties of US law regarding Unlicensed Export of Technical Information (which is
controlled by the US State Department). As recently as 1985-87 I was a consultant to the American division in Thousand Oaks, CA, of an aerospace company which was owned by the UK company Ferranti[?] Ltd. [or Marconi(?) Ltd., I forget!]
and which was developing smart, TV-guided, 150mile-range, stand-off air-launched “glide bombs”
for unnamed “oil-rich Mideastern customers”. The
US State Department allowed this business to be
done under the conditions that the military specifications were slightly inferior to the equivalent munitions in the US arsenals. This was before the Gulf
War and was perfectly legal & sanctioned by the US
government, specifically the State Department and
the DOD. Around this time I had been Chief
Scientist of the Litton Advanced Systems Group
(LASG), which was a proto-division that would
have been turned into a division if we had succeeded
in winning a production contract for our anti-ICBM
KKV (Kinetic Kill Vehicle) design. Later when the
SD1 program was taken away from the DOD and put
under the physicists at LLNL (who were novices at
GN&C), I had to laugh when I read the (classified)
amateurish RFP’s which LLNL sent out, because
they were obviously the result of the studies which
we had performed at LASG. On one occasion, I had
been suddenly ordered to hand-carry a briefcase full
of classified VuGrafs to Washington, D.C., where
I handed them over to an AF Colonel, whom I saw
with my own eyes depart in the direction of the
White House where Edward Teller (father of Hbomb & founder of LLNL) and the President’s
Science Advisor (George Keyworth II) were waiting to be briefed on KKVs, At that time it was
publicly known that ex-LANL director Keyworth
favored directed energy weapons. A couple of
hours later the briefing party returned, and I heard
one of the civilian SD1 scientists who had accompanied the Air Force Colonel say “That’s the first time
I ever heard the President’s Science Advisor say
anything good about KKVs.” Therefore, I have
eye-witness certain knowledge that I and my boss
Dr. JR and our chief Consultant Dr. AVB (from
UCLA) had been doing world-class innovative work
on SDI. However, and despite the fact that our final
bid met spec, and the winning bid from a competitor
did not meet spec, we lost the competition and were
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all laid off. NOW GET THIS. The very same
Headhunter/Recruiter/Agent
who for LASG had
recruited both Dr. JR and Dr. AVB said that since
we were unemployed we might as well start our own
comuanv and net nermission from the State Deuartmeni to develop a spec-inferior version of KKV for
“an oil-rich Mideastern power” (the same as the
branch of “[?]i, Ltd.” did). This particular Agent
went to Baghdad to seek funding of the putative
venture from Saddam Hussein. He was on the plane
coming back to the USA from his trip to Iraq when
the plane exploded over Lockerbie, Scotland. Go
down the passenger list. Who else was a threat to
the Israeli government? The Mossad have admitted
that their own agents were in the airport and the
Mossad has in print boasted that their own agents
watched secretly while the explosive-laden suitcase
was planted on the ill-fated Pan Am flight. If they
were on the scene of the crime by their own boasted
admission, then they had “means, motive 8 opportunity”, the classical criteria for seeking indictment. Coincidence? Draw your own conclusions.
(The evidence that citizens of Algeria did it is very
flimsy; don’t forget the FBI’s admitted in writing
“Forgery Laboratory” [Evidence of this given in a
prior article not published here for lack of space.]
mn by an agent of the British SS during a time when
the USA was claiming to be neutral before WW2.)
Sincerely,
Robert W. Bass, M.A. Oxon [Rhodes Scholar],
Ph.D.
Dr. Robert W. Bass, Registered Patent Agent
29,130
[ex-Prof., Physics] Inventor: Topolotron,
Plasmasphere,
issued; QRT Cold Fusion, pending
e-Mail: rbrtbass@pahrump.com
[End quoting]
The confession of seeing the suitcase being
loaded on the plane makes the Mossad guilty, at the
least, as an accessory to the mass crime for not
stopping it from being loaded on the plane. And
what about misprision of a felony?
FUTURISTIC
FOR

WEAPONS
COPS

In keeping
with its role
as the world’s
official policeman,
the U. S . government
is developing
an arsenal
of bizarre new high-tech
weapons
for global
law enforcement
and suppression
.
of ctissidents.
Excerpted from THE SPOTLIGHT, by Mike
Blair, 10/22/97: [quoting]
Laboratories, both in the government and private sector, from coast to coast, are engaged in
projects to develop new space-age weapons for law
enforcement applications.
A “less-than-lethal weapons project”, sponsored
by the National Institute of Justice, has been underway at Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee, where the atomic bomb was developed, since
September 1993.
Oak Ridge scientists are involved in locating
and compiling data from tests, accidents, medical
literature, etc., on “biological and biophysical responses to energetic stimuli”, such as electromagnetic fields, according to scientific journals.
The scientists are analyzing the information and
identifying promising possibilities to develop mechanisms “for further development for a friendly force
application”, and evaluating possible new means of
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dealing with such things as hostage rescue and riot
control.
Oak Ridge scientists have already examined
concepts for new “less-than-lethal weapons” based
on “physiological responses to energetic stimuli”.
These weapons include a thermal gun, a seizure gun
and a magnetophosphene gun.
A thermal gun would have the effect of heating
the body to 105~to- 107 degrees Fahrenheit, thereby
incapacitating the individual, since even a slight
fever has been found to affect the ability of a person
to perform tasks. Supposedly, the concept of a
thermal gun is based on four decades of research
involving radio frequency exposure to body heating.
Epileptic-type seizures would be induced by a
seizure gun, which would utilize electromagnetic
energy to induce the attacks. It would affect persons within the range of a particular magnetic field
developed by the gun.
The magnetophosphenk gun would be designed
around “a biophysical mechanism which evokes a
visual response and is thought to be centered in the.
retina of the eye, known as magnetophosphenes”.
The effect of the gun is compared to the experience
a person has when receiving a blow to the head and
sees “stars”.
AIR

FORCE

ROLE

Meanwhile, the U.S. Air Force Scientific Advisory Board notes that as we look forward to the
future, it seems likely that this nation will be involved in multiple conflicts where our military
might cannot be applied.
‘We will be involved intimately with hostile
populations in situations where the application of
non-lethal force will be the tactical or political
preference.. . One could envision a weapon that
would render an opponent incapable of taking any
meaningful action involving higher motor skills
(e.g. using weapons, operating tracking systems).
The prospect of a weapon to accomplish this when
targeted against an individual target is reasonable.. . It would also appear possible, to create high
fidelity speech in the human body, raising the possibility of covert suggestion and psychological direction.. .”
The Air Force panel indicates that the new
biological weapons will “offer significant improve-
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ment in the capabilities of our Special Operation
forces”, such as .Army Special Forces, Navy Seals,
Marine Force Recon, etc.
It is obvious from the work being done under
government control in the nation’s top scientific
laboratories that the world’s policeman is being
zeroed in on the Dr. Frankenstein approach to the
development of super sophisticated weapons for
law enforcement. [End quoting]
How much effect can any group have with ordinary guns and bullets against what the Elite have to
counteract with?
The only way this battle is going to be won is by
using your GOD-given minds and listening to and
following HIS guidance!!
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ing to vote.
Youngsters got a lo-cent Big Stick frozen treat
if they brought back a form signed by their parents
that they had received the information.
School officials say they did nothing wrong in
encouraging children to bring home information to
their parents about how to register to vote. But
parent Randy Hall says giving out the treats is a
bribe, and wastes taxpayers’ money.
“I entrust these people with my most trusted
possessions, and they are willing to use them in a
scheme of bribery,” said Hall, who has two children
in Eastside Schools and believes the bond measure
is unnecessary. “I don’t know if it is (a bribe). It
very much feels like it’s wrong.”
Students were given Big Sticks if they returned
U.N. PROSECUTOR
the letter signed by their parents, showing they read
ENCOURAGED
BY
the material. The law allows the district to encourWAR-CRIMES
ARRESTS
age voter registration, she said. [End quoting]
Any time money is voted for use of schools and
Excerpted from THE WASHINGTON TIMES, is used to-yes. bribe-the children to apply some
7/22/97: [quoting]
pressure to parents it is definitely wrong. These
Encouraged by a roundup of indicted Rwandan children aren’t supposed to be used in school poliofficials in Kenya and a pair of high-profile arrests tics. What’s the difference than if a politician pays
in the former Yugoslavia, a top U.N. legal official someone to vote?
yesterday predicted a new era of international coopSAFE DRINKING
WATER
eration and respect for the organization’s warINITIATIVE
crimes tribunals.
“You are already seeing the aggressive manner
Excerpted from THE NATURAL ACTIVIST,
with which we expect to [fill] this mandate,” said
Louise Arbour, the United Nations’ chief prosecu- July/August 1997: [quoting]
tor for the two courts.
The widespread and uncontrolled use of fluo“This operation is unprecedented. This is the ride in our water, food, juices. soft drinks. beverfirst time a government has offered assistance to a 8ges [emphasis mine] and dental products is causU.N. tribunal on that scale.”
ing pervasive over-exposure to fluoride in the U.S.
Kenyan authorities on Friday arrested seven population. The FDA does not require food and
prominent Rwandans in connection with the 1994 beverage labels to include fluoride concentrations.
genocide in their country, including Jean Kambanda, [End quoting]
The Elite are making sure we get our toxic doses
prime minister of the interim government during the
massacres, and former government minister Pauline of fluoride by putting it in almost everything we
Nyiramasuhuko. They were immediately transferred eat or drink.
to the International Criminal Tribune for Rwanda,
GINKGO
BILOBA
based in Arusha, Tanzania.
Miss Arbour said the arrests mark a turning
SEEN TO SLOW ALZHEIMER’S
point for the much-criticized Arusha court, which
has been mired in financial misconduct, nepotism
From the Associated Press, ?/97: [quoting]
Washington-Ginkgo
biloba extract [ginkgo
and mismanagement, according to a harsh internal
U N. report.
biloba extract is available through New Gaia; see
Until last week, the court-which
is charged Next-To-Last Page for ordering information], a
with prosecuting those involved with the yearlong herbal medicine used for thousands of years by the
killing spree-had only 12 detainees in custody.
Chinese, has been shown to slow the progression
The arrests, carried out in a series of pre-dawn of Alzheimer’s disease slightly in some patients, reraids in Nairobi, also mark improved cooperation searchers report.
In a study to be published today in the Journal
between the court and the government of Kenyan
President Daniel arap Moi, who had not been recep- of the American Medical Association, researchers
tive to the tribunal’s requests in the past. [End say about a third of the dementia patients treated
quoting]
with ginkgo extract showed some improvement afNow, all these U.N. personnel have to do is turn ter 52 weeks when compared with a similar group
themselves in for prosecution for their massive of patients who took a placebo.
Dr. Pierre L. LeBars of the New York Institute
crimes against all humanity.
This is ‘another case of the biggest criminals for Medical Research, lead author of the study, said
prosecuting the weaker ones-or many times, the benefits from the treatment were “modest” and were
apparent only after about six months of taking the
innocent.
extract.
“The study is the source of more question than
BRIBERY
OF “KIDS CLAIMED
answers, ” said LeBars. He said the effects of
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los ginkgo on the brain are not understood but may be
Angeles, ?/97: [quoting]
related to antioxidants, compounds that neutralize
If kids get a Popsicle at school for bringing a destructive form of oxygen.
home information on a school bond election, is that
Zavern Khachaturian of the Alzheimer’s Assoa bribe?
ciation said the study of ginkgo “shows something
At least one parent thinks so, and is complain- is working a little bit for some people,” but he said
ing about a flier sent home with Eastside School more studies are needed “before we can begin to
District pupils, providing information on its $15.5 draw any conclusions” about use of the plant exmillion school bond issue plus a form for register- tract for Alzheimer’s patients.
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LeBars, who presented the study at an AMA
conference Tuesday, said the ginkgo extract used
in the study was a highly refined compound produced in Europe from the leaves, nuts and branches
of the ginkgo biloba tree. He said it differs from
the ginkgo extract commonly available in health
food stores in the United States.
A total of 327 dementia patients were initially
enrolled in the study, but only 137 were included in
the final results.
The others were excluded or
dropped out for various reasons, including death.
All of the patients had dementia, a progressive
mental decline, with 251 patients diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s. The rest had suffered strokes. At the
start, all of the patients were evaluated using standard tests measuring reasoning, memory and behavior.
The patients were divided, with about half taking the ginkgo extract and half taking a sugar pill.
Neither patients nor their caregivers knew which
got the extract or the placebo.
They found that 27 percent of the patients taking ginkgo achieved a four-point improvement on
the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale, one of
the standard tests. About 14 percent of the placebo patients showed a similar improvement.
On a test based on the evaluation of caregivers,
37 percent of the ginkgo patients were considered
improved, vs. 23 percent of those on placebo.
No difference was seen in a third test.
The ginkgo extract, called EGb 761, has been
approved for medical use in Germany, but not in
the United States. LeBars said it is uncertain if the
herb sold as a diet supplement in this county would
have the same effect as EGb 761.
Some forms of ginkgo have been a part of traditional medicine for thousands of years in China,
where the herb is said to be beneficial for a variety
of ailments, from arthritis to emotional depression.
[End quoting]

troubles of the British monarchy and a major player
in creating those troubles. The analysis of the role
of Prince Philip within the Club of the Isles, which
was presented by founding editor Lyndon H.
LaRouche, Jr., in that issue, became the basis for a
series of documentary studies which showed the
pivotal role of the British monarchy in creating the
environmentalist movement, the terrorist international, and a series of geopolitical conflicts around
the globe.
“This issue of EIR was circulated broadly
throughout the world,” Steinberg continued, “becoming a political weapon in the hands of many of
those who are in mortal combat with the monarchy.
“EIR followed up the first study with its May
24, 1996 issue, devoted entirely to profiling the
global British Empire: ‘The Sun Never Sets On The
New British Empire’.
“The third study in the series, published Aug.
22, 1997 under the title ‘Britain’s “Invisible” Empire Unleashes the Dogs of War’, provided even
more extensive documentation of the ongoing war
which the British Empire is waging to seize the
mineral wealth of the planet, and to destroy that
nation-state
uniquely capable of stopping the
Empire’s designs: the United States.”
The 224-page report can be ordered for $75
from EIRNews Service, P.O. Box 17390, Washington, D.C. 20041-0390. Order number EIR 97-004.
[End quoting]
Both the above and below stories folllow
CONTACT’s lead in our 9/2/97 issue wherein we
first set the stage with similar information.
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the House of Windsor. In the Sept. 28 Washington
Post Book World, the London Guardian’s European editor Martin Walker, who spent nine years in
Washington, D,.C. as the paper’s bureau chief, published a book review of Kitty Kelley’s recent book,
The Royals, in which he argued that the fate of the
British monarchy is in the hands of Prime Minister
Tony Blair. Blair’s policy, Walker wrote, is to
“mend, not end” the House of Windsor.
Walker noted that there are only three ways that
the House of Windsor could fall: by foreign invasion, as was the case in World War I, when the
German, Austro-Hungarian, and Russian monarchies crumbled; by popular insurrection; or by
parliamentary action. Walker noted that Queen
Elizabeth II has unchallenged veto power over any
act of Parliament. “Speculation of the monarchy’s
imminent demise would,” therefore, “appear shakily founded.‘* Speaking for a faction of the Club of
The Isles that is tired of the Windsors’ way of
managing the affairs of the British Commonwealth,
Walker wrote that Blair “seems likely to reform and
tame it along the lines of what are known as the
bicycle monarchies of Scandinavia.. . . Tony Blair’s
strategy for the monarchy is to mend it, not end it.”
What Walker leaves out of the equation is the
fact that the probe of the murder of Princess Diana
has already come apart at the seams. Should the
evidence emerge that her death was a political
assassination, and should the monarchy in any way
be implicated in her death, all bets would be off.
When 10 million British subjects turned out in the
streets for Diana’s funeral, that sent shudders down
the spines of the pro- and anti-Windsor factions of
Club of the Isles alike.
The fact that EIR’s coverage of the death of
Princess Diana has now broken into major media
markets in the United States-following
the publication and wide circulation of three major EIR
studies on the Windsors and the Club of the Islesis no doubt contributing to still greater angst among
the leading British oligarchs. [End quoting]
Looks like the fire is heating up under the
British monarchy. Maybe Diana’s death will be the
death knell for it. What can’t be accomplished
through living sometimes CAN be accomplished
through death!

As more and more people become aware that the
death of Diana is by no means a closed case, the
battle over the future of the House of Windsor has
From THE NEW FEDERALIST, 10/6/97: once again heated up.
Today, writer Andrew Morton; whose 1992 bi[quoting]
Special to New Federalist
ography of princess Diana sparked a series of scanBREAKTHROUGH
MADE
IN
Executive Intelligence Review magazine’s Coun- dals over the internal politics and personal affairs
ELECTRIC
VEHICLES
terintelligence editor Jeffrey Steinberg described of the British Royals, revealed that his book had
the contents of the weekly’s latest Special Report, been based on 14 interviews he conducted with
From THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
The True Story Behind The Fall Of The House Of Princess Diana herself. The Morton book is about
Windsor, as constituting “essential combat manu- to be reissued as an autobiography of the Princess. 1O/2l/97: [quoting]
The Department of Energy and an engineering
als for the war which must be fought to save civili- And this is sure to spark a new round of recriminafirm plan to announce today that they have prozation”. Steinberg wrote the Letter of Transmittal tions about the Windsors.
The issue on the table, once again, is survival of duced electricity from gasoline through a new method
which introduces the assembled reprint of EIR’s
1994-97 exposes of the Windsors.
The immediate impetus for EIR’s decision to
assemble its ongoing work, beginning with its
ground-breaking issue of Oct. 28, 1994, featuring
The Coming Fall Of The House Of Windsor, was
the Aug. 3 1 murder of Diana, Princess of Wales. As
an Epilogue in the newly printed Special Report,
Two of the tastiest, most “storable”
foods are now
EIR included its cover story of Sept, 12,1997, “Can
available in bulk, 50 lbs. per bag. Prepare and cook them
The House Of Windsor Survive Diana’s Death?”
In his letter, Steinberg summarized the three
Wonderful soup extender and both
just like pinto beans.
studies and how they have shaped the global battle
make super salad/sandwich
sprouts.
against the oligarchy to restore “the republican
ideas of the Italian Renaissance and its offspring,
the modem nation-state, which were forged in the
*$50.
50-lb. bag
Adzuki Beans
centuries-long struggle against feudal bestiality.
*$30.
50-lb. bag
Red Lentils
“Beginning with the Oct. 28, 1994 issue of
Executive Intelligence Review, which featured “The
Order From New G&a-Call
800-639-4242
Coming Fall of the House of Windsor”, EIR has
*
Plus
UPS
delivery
charge
been both the chief source for intelligence on the
HOUSE
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that yields twice as much useful energy per gallon
as a car engine does, and with pollution 90 percent
lower.
The development raises the prospect of an electric car, still quiet, swift and clean, but without the
problem of heavy batteries that must be recharged
often. Instead, such a car would be refilled with
energy in minutes from the pump at the corner
gasoline station and get twice the gas mileage of a
comparable car with an internal combustion engine.
“We have a terrific breakthrough here,” said
Federico Pena, the secretary of energy, in an interview. He said, however, that the technology was
not about to go into immediate use. Such cars could
be on the road by 2010, Pena said. [End quoting]
This is some more of the Elite’s promises while
trying to forestall any reduction in their pollutionAnd trying to take away our
making policies.
freedoms through their methods of controlling our
daily lives with their driveto cut down the use of
fossil fuels by curtailing our travels and downgrading our living standards tremendously.
If you recall, News Desk has had a number of
articles about how we have had, for many decades,
the technology of energy devices that run indefinitely without refueling. Nikola Tesla was one of
many who have brought forth these devices that
have been taken from us by the Elite.
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ment boards”- instead ofteaching him basic knowledge and skills such as reading, writing, history,
math, and science.
Dictate his future employment by using computers and counselors to do “job matching”, usually
as earlv as middle school.
Grade him primarily on attitudes, behaviors,
predictions, teamwork, and “political correctness”
instead of on objective knowledge.
Define him as a “human resource” to serve the
global economy-instead
of a free citizen who aspires to live the American dream.
Issue him a Work Card called a Certificate of
Initial Mastery (CIM) or Smart Card-instead of a
high school diploma.
WHAT
IS THE PURPOSE
OF THESE
CHANGES?

To assist those who seek to plan and manage our
national
economy (e.g., Robert Reich, Ira
Magaziner, David Rockefeller Jr., Marc Tucker) to
federalize the public schools under the joint control
of the U.S. Departments of Labor and Education, in
order to use the schools as training institutions to
serve future workforce needs as predicted by govemment officials. Marc Tucker, in his famous 18page “Dear Hillary” letter, described this master
plan“to remold the entire American [educaTHE “SCHOOL
TO WORK”
tion] system” into “a seamless web that literally
PROGRAM
extends from cradle to grave and is the same
system for every one”, coordinated by “asystem
Excerpted from an EAGLE FORUM flyer, 1997:
’ of labor market boards at the local, state and
[quoting]
federal levels” where curriculum and “job matching” will be handled by counselors “accessing
WHAT
WILL
YOUR CHILD
the integrated computer-based program”.
LEARN
IN SCHOOL?
To feel good-even though he can’t read, write
or calculate? That’s called “Self Esteem”.
That he should not try to achieve excellence
because he must stick with the mediocrity of his
class? That’s called “Outcome-Based Educationn or uCooperative Learning”.
That every behavior or lifestyle is acceptable
and must not be criticized? That’s called “Diversity” and “Tolerance”.
That America is a bad and oppressive nation?
That’s called “Multiculturalism” or “National
History Standards”.
To make his own decisions, without adult direction, about which kinds of sex and drugs to do?
That’s called “Values Clarification” or “Decision Making”.
To criticize his parents’ morals and religion as
out-of-date? That’s called “Critical Thinking”.
To guess at words (instead of sounding them
out) and skip over words he doesn’t know? That’s
called “Whole Language”.
That it’s OK to spell words any way he wants?
That’s called “Inventive Spelling”.
To look to the school to provide all his medical
care? That’s called “School-Based Clinics”.
To confide in school counselors instead of in
parents? That’s called “Guidance”.

But central economic planning is a failure all
over the world and always spells the end of individual freedom! Americans do not want their children to be pawns in this giant and expensive experiment!
IF

HOW CAN I TELL
MY SCHOOL
IS USING
SCHOOL-TO-WORK?

Listen for the telltale iargon: School-to Work,
School-to-Careers, Career-Awareness, restruci
turing, performance-based, outcome-based, cooperative learning, group grading, teamwork,
peer tutoring, job shadowing, mentoring,
job profiles, portfolios, job site visits.
Watch for the branding of children with
ugly labels that will haunt them all their
lives: “at risk” or “learning disabled”. Remember, labeling children makes more
money available to the school. Labeling the
child means blaming the child for the problem.
WHAT

CAN

YOU

DO?

1. Tell your Congressman to get the feds
out of the classroom. Defund School-toWHAT
WILL
Work, Goals 2000, and all laws that put job
“SCHOOL-TO-WORK”
..
training or data collection in the schools, or
DO TO MY CHILD
that bypass elected officials. Capitol Switchboard: (202) 225-3 12 1.
Train him to be a compliant worker under
2. Tell your State Legislators to repeal
supervision-instead
of encourage him to read all all requirements for School-to-Work and
he can read, and be all he can be.
National Standards. Tell them to sign letRequire him to take a curriculum that pre- ters protesting Congress’ bypassing of State
pares him for jobs selected by “workforce develop- Legislatures.
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3. Teach your child to read so he can’t be
dumbed down by the schools.
4. Tell your child not to answer any questions
about feelings, attitudes, sex, drugs, suicide, social
security number, or what goes on inside your familv.
- 5. Don’t sign any permit for the school to give
your child any medical examination or treatment.
[End quoting]
I’ll remind all that many groups are out there to
help in these causes, but some are fronts set up by
the Elite to trap the individuals seeking help. It’s
best to join with the ones you already know and
fight these causes. BUT DO SOMETHING!!
Ask God for guidance and listen, I’m sure
you’ll get the answers that fit your circumstances.
ONLY

HUMAN?

From ANGELS ON EARTH, May/June 1996,
Guideposts, 39 Seminary Hill Rd., Carmel, NY
105 12: [quoting]
My husband, James, and I had been on the road
for several hours when he started having an asthma
attack. “I don’t have my inhaler,” he wheezed,
fumbling in his coat pocket. I checked the glove
compartment, then quickly searched my bag to see
if I had thrown in an extra inhaler while packing,
but no such luck.
We spotted a convenience store and stopped.
James hurried inside, hoping to find some over-thecounter medicine for the time being. Right after, a
huge, bald man strolled by our car and waved
cheerfully at me before going into the store, Odd,
I thought. I don’t know that man.
James came out looking relieved. He was breathing easily now. “Good thing we came across that
store,” I said as we drove away.
“Yes, but even better was the man who helped
me.”
“What do you mean?”
“This guy walked right up to me and handed me
the same prescription inhaler I use. It worked and
I thanked him.” James said.
“You probably saw him leave the store-big
guy, bald?”
‘Well, I saw him go in, but he didn’t come out,”
I replied. “I’m sure of that-he’d be hard to miss.”
So how did he exit? we wondered. Wines? Lori Moores, Virginia [End quoting]
God works in amazing ways!
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oblations and sacrifices. the rabbis were the authoritative teachers of Satan’s law, the Mishna, an
evil diagram of ruthless sabotage, intimidation and

TheFinalTimeterrtr.
1’
1Qi22i97

GARY WEAN

Chaos!! Total destruction; annihilation is upon
us-those
who through their foolishness or cowardice refuse to fight back will perish.
Between the Christians whose beliefs and faith
are in God and the Son of God, and the Jews who
are devotees and followers of Satan-there is &
d capable of existing together. Those who espouse
the Judeo-Christian
lies betray God and Jesus
Christ, the Son of God.
They must remain absolutely separate.
As I wrote more than 20 years ago in my book
There’s A Fish In The Courthouse, quote, “Ages
and ages ago the world’s wickedness began. Satan
offered the Jews the secret of acquiring great wealth
and political power, but in return they must accept
him as their leader. Upon the acceptance of his evil
contract Satan impregnated into Jews a primordial,
bestial lust for gold and power. It was their inexorable curse struck with the mark of Cain; the evil
ways established by Satan worked fine for the Jews.
As the years passed they became wealthier and more
powerful. Then Jesus Christ, son of God, the Savior, appeared. Entering into the Jews’ Temples he
toppled their idols of gold and denounced the evils
of murder and usury.
“Raging at this intrusion into their lucrative,
well organized rackets, the Jews screamed for
Satan’s protection. Obeying Satan’s order of covert intrigue and vicious lies, they conspired to kill
Christ. For gold, the Savior was betrayed; the Jews
perpetrated their ultimate crime. On Mount Calvary,
blood flowing from hands and feet cruelly spiked
to the wooden cross, Christ was crucified. A sight
that can never be forgotten or forgiven, except by
God Himself, father of Jesus Christ. Upon his death
the Jews were stricken suddenly, not by remorse,
but by uncertainty. They’d been enticed by Satan’s
sly words, ‘Seize the wealth of the world, steal, kill
and lie. Sate yourselves lavishly, fear no spiritual
punishment for “believe me”, there is no here-after, you have no soul, when you die you are dead.
This is the secret of your power. Now go, propa-
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gate, teach your offspring in our wuys to perpetuate themselves as possessors of all wealth.’ A psychological dread smote the Jews, they’d been
tricked. Satan had said, ‘When you die you are
dead. ’ Though they could control the wealth of the
universe, shadowy, brooding wings of death constantly hovered over the Jews, while Christians had
eternal life in the hereafter.
“They realized they had made a bad deal, a
Jew’s death wasfinal, there was nothing after death.
The Jews were terrified; a maddening jealousy engulfed them. Raging, they screamed that Satan mzist
give them life after death. But he could not; he did
not have that power. In covert attempts to gain life
after death, the Jews joined Christian congregations.
They even ate pork trying to prove their assimilation. It would not work. As devotees of Satan they
could not comprehend faith in Jesus. How could
Jews ask Christ for eternal life? They had killed
him. Idolatrous rituals of the Jewish Temples were
conducted by the High Priests. They presided over
offerings and human sacrifices in worship of their
idols of gold.
“Per their ancient accords with Satan, their
Temples had become extremely lucrative. Their success was comprised of a simple, uncomplicated
racket involving only the basics of money and
power. It was the Crucifixion of Christ that undid
all the simplicity of their evil. With the advent of
the hypothesis of life -eternal, great confusion and
turmoil spread among Jews. A new value had been
perceived, their rapacious traits demanded that they
possess it. This was a dangerous turn of events for
Satan, he became very frightetied of losing his followers, thus his power.
“Satan knew the Christians’ source of strength
was derived from their faith, their everlasting faith
in God and His promise of salvation through the
Savior, Jesus Christ. Tortured with the furies of
madness Satan swore with vengeance, he would
destroy their faith. No vestige of it would escape
the wrath of his flames of hell; then he became calm;
Satan schemed.
“Satan ordered Rabbi Juda to write new laws
that Jews have to obey. Proceeding with instructions from Satan’s special source, Juda contrived
the ‘Mishna’. The Mishna became the absolute law
that all Jews must study and follow in criminal,
political, civil, religious and family matters. After
this accomplishment, Rabbi Juda was known as The
Holy, and all rabbis became spiritual heads of their
communities. Presiding over mysterious idolatries,

Satan was positive the Mishna would wreak
utter havoc with the orderly processes of the sovereignty of Christian states. Their judicial and legislative systems would crumble under the Mishna’s
cunning ihaos. Financial institutions would fuiZ, the
entire global monetary and economic structure
would collapse. The Christians’ governments would
become paralyzed, and their world demolished.
Overwhelmed by chaos, poverty and degradation,
the Christians’ way of life would become a cruel
shambles churning within a slaughterhouse. When
all hope was gone, their faith would die, signifying
the end.
“The Jews were dispatched to wander across
the face of the Earth. Invading every country, they
formed communes within their borders, then connected them around the world with their secret system of communications. Their tightly-knit communes were a bloodline that could not be penetrated
by outsiders, an enigma of morbid hate that Christians have never understood. Satan and his followers were now ready to launch their major assault.
Deadly germs of confusion and disorder were
spread; the fatal disease of chaos would penetrate
the heart .of the Christian governments. Soon the
world would belong to Satan; through the rabbis’
constant teachings of the Mishna to the Jews neverending offspring, they would create ‘a form of eternal life’. Nearly two thousand years have passed
since the events of Satan’s evil plot signaled the
beginning of the end, the end of the world, the
prophecy of Armageddon...
“All the fierce battles fought on the great plains
of Esdraelon put together could never equal the approaching cataclysmic clash in space...the inevitable,final conflict between the forces of good and
evil. Be it Faith in Christ the Savior, or the Mishna,
the evil law of the Jews, only one could survive.”
At this time the focus will be more intensely on
just one of the Mishpucka’s (Jew Crime Family)
thousands of evil sabotage cells.
It will reveal their hidden, secret saboteur and
provocateur infiltrations of county and city government departments and the employees. And, very
important, how they twist and blackmail Christian
people into joining their evil machinations.
In the City of Oxnard, California,
Roy
Lockwood had been running for the city council for
many years, He had seen the terrible corruption being carried on in the city government. As a citizen
and loyal American, he had aspired to become a
city official for the purpose of putting an end to
the rank, corrupt politicians who infested the local
government.
Roy always came real close to winning, but for
some strange, fathomless reason never quite made
it. This was always a mystery.
On Seut. 10, during Lockwood’s 1996 campaign
he appeared before the City Council at their weekly
public forum on TV. He held up my book, There 5
A Fish In The Courthouse, and praised its documented expos6 of county corruption and suggested
that the members of the council read my book.
This set off an immediate furor and chaos within
the council chambers-an
overwhelming gang of
Mishpucka Jews leaped to their feet, lies and insanity were screamed, and shyster lawyer Jamec
Reach screeched hateful accusations, a diatribe of
anti-Semitism and racism against Christians. Reach
demanded that the book not be allowed in the publit library, quote, “because it has no redeeming
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social value-I draw the line at a book which makes
members of my faith in this community the villains
for every judicial and political corruption that has
occurred. To have a political candidate running for
office with these-views on the Jewish religion should
not be tolerated. As a Jew I find this to be a serious
issue; this book should not be a part of public dialogue.”
All of the Jews’ corruption shyster Reach is
whining about is a matter of documentation. Shyster Reach tried to get the Oxnard Community Relations Committee to pressure the Oxnard Library
not to obtain the book; however, they turned him
down.
When pinned down, Shyster Reach admitted that
he was committing censorship over what the public
can read, but Reach claimed, quote, “that is alright
because, I am doing it for the public’s good.”
The Jews were all screaming at the same time,
Rabbi Michael Berk of the Temple Beth Torah in
Ventura was bellowing over the chaos: “It’s important to expose the book and the would-be-elected
leaders like Lockwood who refer to it. He’s really
revealing himself to be a hate monger and I feel he
is a dangerous person in the halls of power-he has
tipped his hand as a racist.”
But the worst and most unexpected shrill voices
were coming from Reverend Larry Tyler-Wayman
and Al Gorsline, senior pastor at St. Paul’s United
Methodist Church in Oxnard. It was discovered that
Wayman and Gorsline are actually rabbis connected
to Rabbi Michael Berk’s Synogogue through their
evil conspiracy they call “Faith Connection”. This
is deadly Jew-crap which poisons and destroys
young Christian children’s minds as to the real truth
of Jesus Christ the Son of God.
Reverend-rabbis Wayman and Gorsline shrilly
screamed: “The book There b A Fish In The Courthouse is the worst kind of anti-Semitism; we are
dismayed that Lockwood is using the book. Jew
corruption is a ‘world view’ that not only in m
mind is wrong, but I believe is evil.”
Then, further, the two phony reverends,
Wayman and Gorsline, screamed over the TV and
in their newspaper the Oxnard Star Of David that
“This is what is wrong with Democracy; it is one
of the risks in letting nuts and kooks have a a
to speak.”
Reverend-rabbis Wayman and Gorsline do not
know the author of the book or anything about him
-nor have they ever read the book or investigated
any of the facts of documented corruption exposed
in the book. Yet they excoriate Roy Lockwood and
Gareth (Gary) L. Wean in public in the harshest of
language. They use the power, influence and guidance of the United Methodist Church to destroy the
author’s commercial ability to sell his book and
Lockwood’s rightful opportunity to run for government office without criminal intimidation and under fair and equal electoral process.
The United Methodist Church is a powerful and
influential organization operating throughout the
United States.
Now, if it was the Church’s stated belief that I
was lying, then their American, Constitutional recourse was to sue me in court and bring the facts
to light.
But instead, the ‘Reverend-rabbis’ Wayman and
Gorsline met in the secret, dank chambers of Rabbi
Michael Berk’s synogogue. It was a big, important
gathering-all
the Mishpuckas from the newspaper Oxnard Star Of David were there: M.E.
Sprengelmeyer, Tom Kisken, Laurie Koch Thrower,
Timm Herdt, Steve Chawkins-the top Mishpucka,
ADL leader Abraham Foxman himself from New
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York ordered the West Coast ‘top-dog’ of the ADL,
Roni Blau (headquartered in Los Angeles) to take
charge of their sabotage-propaganda attack. Roni
Blau, much better known lovingly by the Jews as
“Roni Blaw-Blaw”, is a disgusting, vindictive, fanatical Jew transvestite who has spent a miserable
life attacking Christians and their moral and ethic
way of life.
The ADL Mishpucka’s attack in the Oxnard
Star Of David burst forth in deadly condemnation
of Gareth (Gary) L. Wean and Roy Lockwood &
before the election of November 1996.
M.E. Snrengelmever, staff writer, writes frontpage headlines:. ,“CANDIDATE ACCUSED OF
‘anti-SEMITISM’
FOR CITING COUNTY
BOOK”. In this article Sprengelmeyer carries on,
repeating the ranting, raving diatribes of shyster
Reach and the Reverend-rabbis
Wayman and
Gorsline.
1
And then we have Timm Herdt, Opinion Editor: “For 20 years Roy Lockwood has been a fixture at Oxnard City Hall-every two years he runs
for a seat on the City Council, alwavs losing, but
sometimes coming close. It was disheartening to see
Mr. Lockwood come again before the Council-this,
time to promote an obscure book that presents one
man’s demented version of power and politics3
Ventura County. Asked by a Star Of David reporter,
to renounce such garbage, Mr. Lockwood declined.
Until he does, he will no longer merit being taken
seriously by the citizens of Oxnard -in fact they
should henceforth look upon him as dangerous.”
Who in the world does Rabbi Herdt think he is?

Does the Oxnard Star Of David 5 Editor speak for
and control all Oxnard citizens? NO, he does not.
Numerous responsible citizens took the microphone
at the City Council meeting, on TV-prominent
resident Ventura Fernandez said, “I don’t know why
Lockwood is being singled out for this criticism. I
don’t know why there’s so much trauma about this
book; I think the racists here are the newspapers.”
Numerous citizens said they were cancelling the
Oxnard paper and would read the L.A. Times from
then on.
The rabbis, not liking this opposition, shutdown the ‘public Council’ meetings and forum for
three weeks while they controlled the pre-election
propaganda with their newspaper and the churches.
The paper was full of articles such as staff
writer Laurie Koch Thrower: “A Jewish lawyer,
James Reach has expressed outrage that Lockwood
.was promoting the bookSince last week, religious
leaders and others have joined the outcry.”
Koch Thrower goes on, “The anti-Defamation
.League has condemned Lockwood and the bookthis material is abhorrent.’ Roni Blau, Director of
the San Fernando Valley office of the ADL said in
a written statement ‘that the ADL has condemned
the book’s distribution. The ADL will continue to
exnose and counter racists as well as those who deny
and distort the Holocaust.”
Then comes Rabbi Steve Chawkins, an Oxnard
Star Of David columnist. In his page-long diatribe,
Chawkins starts off, “There $ A Fish: if you read
.it, hold your nose.” (Yes, I admit those Jew thieves
exposed by my book do give off a terrible odor.)

A treasonous judiciary...
a secret Black Robe Cabal..so gowerful, so evil, they make
the Black Hand Mafia look like
kindergarteners!

Gixhundred
sixtjMrgages
4ames
indtwed
OTwenlFsiw
years
inthewriting
Limited~number ef
2nd Edition Hew Available
$29.95 plus $2.95 for mailin
and handllrg.
Bo sales tax. Send cbatk or money ardor to:

BABY 1. WEAN
P.O. BOX 1857
Cave Juactloa, OB 87523
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More of Chawkins’ diatribe: “To gain an appreciation for the dilemma facing librarians in Oxnard,
I sat down this afternoon with a bright-yellow 700page volume called There b A Fish In The Courthouse. It was like sitting down with a soft-cover
toxic-waste dump.” (Rabbi Chawkins’ description
of the Jews as a toxic-waste dump is real good.)
More of Chawkins: “This is the book that Oxnard City Council Candidat.& Roy Lockwood has
been urging on the public for our general .edification. For your $29.95 you’ll get a good pound-anda-half of paranoid venom.” (Rabbi Chawkins can’t
even tell the truth for a second-the
book is over
two pounds of the Jews’ venom exposed.)
Then the wobble-mouthed Rabbi Chawkins really slips. Maddened and overcome by his hatred
for the Christians, and outraged like all Jews get
when their thievery is discovered, he gave away one
of the Jews’ most guarded secrets, which is the
Mishpucka, their Jewish Crime Family. Chawkins
went to his Mom and asked her: “Is there a
Mishpucka?” She said to him: “Yes, son, there is a
Mispucka, a secret Jew Crime Family, but in cddish it is spelled Mishpocha.”
As the California Attorney General and then
later on as the Governor of California, George
Deukmejian in his official Annual Renort to the
Legislature Regarding Organized Crime in California backs up the author and his facts in his book by
citing evidence and the facts from his ‘Bureau of
Organized Crime and Civil Intelligence’.
The
Govenor states unequivocably: “The admitted existence of Israeli organized crime-the
Jews are
comoetitors of the Mafia. They are involved in drug
smuggling and suecialize in narcotics dealing.” (See
the October 1. 1996 issue of CONTACT, page 18,
RE: RABBIS ATTACK CHRISTIANITY)
Rabbi Steve Chawkins got with the Jew shyster
James Reach; between them, with their terrible hatred for the Christians, they hatched more Jew deviltry. Quoting Chawkins, “ Attorney James Reach
has asked the library to pass on the book; he told
me the book is self-published by a nut with wild
conspiracy theories that are untrue.” Chawkins
says: “I agree totally; I wouldn’t be outraged even
in view of the First Amendment if they turned it
down. Their guidelines would allow them to do so,
on the basis that it is written with the intent to incite hatred and intolerance.” (Yes, I admit, I do have
an intolerance for Jew corruption and their everlasting scheme to destroy America.)
It was set up that the Oxnard Library Board
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would hold a meeting on SeDtember 25. 1996 to
consider acquiring the book There Z A Fish In The
Courthouse, but the Mishpucka put pressure on the
Board not to consider acquisition until after the
November ‘96 election.
On Seutember 26. ‘96 in the Los Angeles Times,
Ventura County Section, front page, appeared an
article by Times staff writer Lorenza Munoz, “LIBRARY STAFF ASKED TO CENSOR BOOK
RIGHTS. A panel will review the work by a writer
who tells of a crazy Jewish plot by the local court
system to destroy him. TO OFFEND OR TO CENSOR, THAT IS THE QUESTION. Caught in the
middle of a controversy, Oxnard Public Library
staff members Wednesday discussed whether they
should buy a book that has been labeled anti-Semitic
and racist by the Anti-Defamation League. The
book purports to chronicle the inner workings of
the Ventura County Government and Court System.
Library staff members decided Wednesday to appoint three librarians to read the book, review criticism of it and recommend whether it should be
stocked. They expect a recommendation within a
month. One of the three librarians, Peagv O’Donnell
said, ‘If people are concerned, one has to respect
and give due deliberation. There’s hardly a thing
that someone wouldn’t take offense to; anytime you
deal with ideas, you are going to have people getting offended. You can’t have a public library that
has only one point of view.“’
Roni Blau Blau, top ADL provocateur, said,
“We are advocates of the First Amendment and will
not tell the library not to carry the book.” Blau
added: “However, the library should make a clear
distinction between revisionist theories and factual
literature.” (In other words, the threat is there: if
the library buys the book, the ADL and ACLU will
sue the City of Oxnard for everything they’ve got.)
This is Jew Blackmail.
Obviously Blau Blau has been aware of the
author and his book for years and has been stabbing him in the back all along, because now that
she-he has been forced to come out in the open, Blau
Blau screams to high heaven, “Wean has been spouting this anti-Semitic rhetoric for years.”
With a diligent search, I find nothing in either
criminal or civil codes which says it is a violation
to oppose Jew corruution, or as they call it, ‘antiSemitism’. Munoz says in the L.A. Times: “A recent article in American Libraries magazine said
there has been a nationwide increase in individuals
and groups asking libraries to remove books they
consider offensive. The article said that many librarians were worried about a general climate of
intolerance for unpopular views (Jew censorship),
yet nearly 90% of the librarians said they have not
withdrawn a book because of a communitv repuest.”
Oxnard librarian Adrienne Morse, who will review the book, said: “We don’t have to agree with
everybody’s point of view, we trust our readerswe carry the complete works of Adolnh Hitler.”
The ADL, knowing that they were violating the
First Amendment, brought their lawyer big-guns
into the fray with more lies: Douglas E. Mirell, an
ACLU lawyer who claims he specializes in First
Amendment issues, said in the L.A. Times: “Because the book is no+ already on the library’s
shelves the decision is really a matter of purchasm
and not a First Amendment issue.
got having been alreadv purchased, this &becomes a matter of nolicv whether you want to open
your forum to this kind of book. Anvone is free to
express their opinion on whether a book is or is
not appropriate...it is purely a matter of personal
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predilection.”
In 1992 my book had been in the library for 5
years, since 1987. Because of vandalism, Jews tearing pages from the book, the Library Director, Gail
P. Warner had received many requests for it. On
Seut. 11. 1992 Warner signed a Library Book Purchases check No. 27 17 and sending it to the author
ordered a new book-2nd edition.
On Sent. 12. 1996, upon reading the onslaught
of ADL lies in the newspapers a prominent Oxnard
lawyer wrote a letter and sent it to the Editor of the
Ventura County Star newspaper. The lawyer, Joseph D. O’Neill, had been present at the City Council meeting on Sent. 10. 1996 when Roy Lockwood
spoke and he totally refuted shyster James Reach’s
lies. In the letter, lawyer O’Neill makes the proper
statement that “No person or agency has the w
&I& to decide what another person can read or
refuse to read.”
NOTE: (The Oxnard Star Of David refused to
publish this letter.)
On November 13. 1996 shortly after the election in which Roy Lockwood lost, there appeared
headlines in the Oxnard Star Of David newspaper
by staff writer Tom Kisken:
“FISH IN THE
COURTHOUSE RAISES STINK AT OXNARD LIBRARY. The Oxnard Library will not purchase a
book that argues a ‘Jew-cabal’ controls the government in Ventura County and across the globe.”
Continue quote: “Acting on the recommendation of
a team of librarians, administrators have turned
down citizens’ requests that the library buy There 5
a Fish in the Courthouse, said Wendv Penrose,
Support Services Program Leader at the library.”
(Then the allegedly free-minded librarians dropped
all pretenses of their unbiased positions .) Still quoting Kisken: “Cathv Thomason, a library administrator, said, ‘Librarians and library program leaders agreed the “self-published” book did not meet
library standards and only three people have requested the book over the past several years. “’
(This is a bare-faced lie-the purchasing department would not have ordered the book without having a large number of requests.)
Thomason goes on: “The book lacks credibility
because it is filled with a number of inaccuracies,”
and she added, “the librarians characterized the
writing as confused and incoherent.” Then librarian Adrienne Morse, attempting to cover-up her own
guilt, tried to back up Roni Blau Blau and ACLU
lawyer Douglas E. Mire11by repeating their lie that
“This is not a First Amendment issue.”
In staff writer Kisken’s article also appeared
‘Reverend-rabbis’ Wavman’s and Gorsline’s vicious
propaganda to sabotage and destroy the First
Amendment through the United Methodist Church,
“This is one of the risks we make in a Democracv,
Nuts and Kooks have a right to sneak.”
It is very easy to see how long the First Amendment would last if the ‘Reverend-rabbis’ and the
United Methodist Church have their way.
On November 13. 1996, the headlines in the L.A.
Times were not quite as strident. Staff writer
Lorenza Munoz’ headline, “LIBRARY REJECTS
BOOK CALLED ANTI-SEMITIC”-“The
Oxnard
Public Library has decided not to stock copies of
the book, There LA Fish In The Courthouse, nearly
a month after it was praised by a City Council candidate, but then. blasted by critics as being antiSemitic. The book, written and self-published by
Gareth (Gary) L. Wean was considered by the librarians to be inaccurate, lacking in credibility and
badly organized, with a confused, rambling and incoherent writing style, said Cathy Thomason of the
library’s Public Serices Program. We wanted to find
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something good about this book because it had gotten so much attention, but it was just so bad, said
librarian Adrienne Morse, who was one of the three
librarians who read the book and recommended that
the library not purchase it.”
Shyster James Reach said: “I’m happy that the
library chose not to acquire the book. It’s besmirched the Jews in our communitv on virtually
every page and has no redeeming values.” (I ask,
what is redeeming value and do all the books in the
library have it?)
Still quoting from Munoz: “Librarians said the
controversy surrounding the book did not make a
difference in their decision, rather, they based their
decision on the significant number of inaccuracies
in Wean’s book. For example, he refers to the former
editor of the Ventura County Star Free Press as
Judas Gius instead of Julius Gius. Wean also states
that Gius’ father was a Jew from Russia, when in
fact his father was an Italian Catholic according to
Thomason. It doesn’t have historical value because
of the inaccuracies in the book, said Thomason.”
(Is Thomason confusing Catholic Gius and Catholic Madeline Albright who is over fifty years old
and claims she was never toid by any of her relatives she was a Jew from Russia.) And don’t forget the Director of the FBI, the Jew Louis Freeh,
who claims to be a Catholic. Albright and Freeh
are both Jew spies and saboteurs who infiltrated
the Catholic Church. Cathy Thomason is well aware
that the Jews from Russia are treacherous, treasonous people and tries to cover up for Gius by lying
and claiming that Gius’ father was an Italian Catholic. These people involved in censoring (burning)
books in the Oxnard Library are a very strange
group-shyster
James Reach’s father was a Jew
doctor trying to pretend he was a Christian:he was
caught by Satan eating pork and Satan strangled
him to death. Shyster Reach, in some twisted, Jew
way of thinking, blames the Christians.
Before the November 5. 1996 election and the
librarians’ decision n&+to acquire my book, I had
visited Roy Lockwood m Oxnard. Roy told me he
was a life-time honorary member of the Oxnard
Library and that he had great confidence in the librarians’ integrity. And that he had always used
the library’s copy machine to copy all his political
campaign material and strategy. Everytime he was
there the library Director, Gail P. Warner, always
came over, very friendly and showing great interest in his campaign material and strategy and what
he was planning. Roy said that Gail P. Warner had
left Oxnard and was appointed the director of a
public library in Oregon and suggested that I contact her; perhaps I would learn something about how
the Oxnard library operated.
I located Gail P. Warner; she had become the
Director of the Grants Pass, Oregon, Public Library. Contacting Gail Warner at the library, she
told me she remembered Lockwood very well, but
when I showed her a copy of the check she had
signed when she ordered a copy of my book to replace the old one for the Oxnard Library, Warner
suddenly became very nervous and she claimed she
had no recollection of ever signing the check or
knowing about the book or that it had been vandalized in the Oxnard Library. Warner said that she
had people waiting in her office and that she had to
go. She left very hurriedly.
Warner’s nervous, furtive actibns and looks had
stirred my thoughts-I
knew something was wrong
-there was something far more sinister to all this
than I had thought. But when you are dealing with
the Mishpucka, everything is suspect-they
have
infiltrated everything.
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I remembered, it had been a little over a year
ago: In a Grants Pass newspaper I had read about
some real ‘dirty-tricks’ involving the head librarian of Grants Pass. At that time I had thought it
was a very strange story-why
would a librarian
be involved in such a clandestine, underhanded operation as trying to destroy a man’s business, a
little, small-town newspaper. The man had been
exposing local corruption involving members of a
school board.
The small newspaper was the Josephine County
Courier; the owner was John Tefieller.
It was after the November 5. 1996 election-I
had a meeting with John Tefteller. He, like Roy
Lockwood, had been running for local office for
Josephine County Commissioner (same as County
Supervisor in California). Like Lockwood, Tefteller
had been running on a platform of exposing corruption and returning the local government to the
people. Tefieller was sure to win by a solid margin-but when the votes were counted, Tefteller had
lost, strangely, just like Lockwood.
Tefteller related the story sticking in my mind
about the librarian. He gave me a copy of the &
tember and December 1995 issues of the Josephine
County Courier which carried the articles (copies
attached hereto). It was Gail P. Warner alright! The
same one who had been vandalizing books at Oxnard Library. The amazing facts of Warner’s corruption, her stealthy, criminal conspiratorial acts
of trying to destroy a man’s business and interference into the process of free elections while using
her government office, exposed an extraordinary
trail of sabotage, provocateur and evil.
I talked to Roy Lockwood again and he now
realized why Gail P. Warner had&ted so friendly
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and shown so much interest in him and the copies
of his political strategy at the Oxnard Library. (He
had thought that she was just a nice person.) Until
now he had long puzzled as to how the Oxnard Star
Of David newspaper was always ahead of him in
blocking his political plans and strategy. I talked
with another man in Grants Pass: He stated that he
was well aware of Librarian Gail P. Warner and
her activities of purging the Grants Pass Library
of books (book burning) with things in them she
didn’t like and didn’t want the public to have access to.
Then this man rambled off an amazing statement: “My relative in California is an official of
the United Methodist Church; she preaches all kinds
of kookie things...and I know about their ‘Faith
Connection’ activities.” I said, “But that is all Jew,
rabbi lies that they are messing up the Christians’
minds with.” He answered, “Oh no, I am a Christian but I believe what they preach. ..about Mary
was a prostitute and whored around with the Italian soldiers and that Jesus was not the Son of God
and that the Jews didn’t kill Jesus, the Italians did
it.”
Shocked, I said, “Good lord, if you believe that
filth, you can’t be a Christian.”
He smiled, “Oh yes, I am a Christian, that’s
what the Christians believe.” Unable to stand any
more of this idiocy, I left.
The really frightening thing about this was that
the United Methodist Church has day-care schools.
How can any real Christian who believes in Christ
possibly turn their children over to this so-called
‘Faith Connection’ evil? This Satanic rabbi garbage has only one goal-the
eventual destruction
of&e Christian ReGgion.
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We put the story out about this provocateur. We
got it out to the militias and to the separatists
themselves, so that what happened in this siege, is
that it was discredited. People did not come and
make this a big blowup; it failed. They gave up.
You might have seen the end-result in the newspapers.
But reports came in to us-and they continue
to come in (many of you hear these reports, and
pass them along to us in Leesburg) of provocations,
that people are being pumped up for civil war.
They’re being told that a civil war is inevitable,
using lies, pumping fear into people: ‘“The govemment is going to attack you; the government is going to enslave you; Washington is going to enslave
you; you must arm against the United States,”
they’re being told.
One of the most persistent in this subversion is
a man named Jim Ammerman. You’re going to hear
[transcripted below] an audiotape made by him,
where heis talking about Armageddon: The end of
the world is about to happen, and he’s ready for it.
And then he is going to say that the people are getting armed, the government is arming against the
people, and we may have to have civil war-but
he’s for it if it’s necessary. He says that he is going out to mediate between the militias and the FBI,
and he’s got people on both sides of it.
Ammerman audiotape segment of Feb. 1997:
“[The end of the world is] real close. And I’m
ready for it! And I want it! I read the I3ibZethrough
when I was 13, in 90 days, that summer. And ever
since then, I’ve said ‘Lord, let me live until You
return, I want to be there for that glorious Rapture
experience.’ Now, I know there’s going to be a few
tough things happen just before then. I said, ‘I don’t
care how tough it gets, I still want to there.’
“Now, at this point, the best thing I can say
about America’s situation is that many people in
America-citizens;
good, honest upright citizens
and many of them ‘souled-out’ Christians-are arming themselves against our own government. Back
and forth across this nation it’s happening. And
the other side of the story is, our government is
arming itself, and preparing special units against
our own citizens. Now that’s the calmest thing I
can say to you this morning. Because it’s worse
than that, really.
“And these people are saying-I had a man call
me-I’m meeting with some leaders of militia, and
this is the only militia man that I know by name
and could identify. I’ve met a lot of them, and a
lot of them talk to me. I make sure I can’t identify
them, and I don’t know their name, for their protection and mine. And then I can say, ‘I don’t know
any militia. ’
“But I’ll tell you what. They’re in a protective
mode, to protect, and conserve, what God gave us
in this great nation. But here’s what they’re saying-and I’m to meet with eight of them, down
in central Texas, and with five FBI leaders next
Saturday. Gonna have an all-day meeting.
“And I’ve been saying, ‘God, let us begin
to communicate, and tell the story that needs
to be told so that the officials up the line will
understand the people.’ Because our leaders
in Washington, they don’t understand us. I
don’t think they care. But they don’t know
and understand. And I’m going to do what I
can to communicate.
‘&BecauseI’d rather have a battle of words
than a battle of bullets. I’ve lived through
three wars, and I’d just as soon not have another one, now that I’m up in my 70s. But if
I have to, I will.”

Militias
AndPentecostalism
AsBritishSubversion
[Continued

g/29/97

from

ANTON CHAITKIN

The following article is edited from a presentation Aug. 31, at the ICLC-Schiller Institute Labor Day Conference which took place in Reston,
Rrginia.
In April 1993, followers of David Koresh were
wiped out in a horrifying massacre at Waco, Texas.
Two years later, approaching the anniversary
of that fiery death, enraged Americans, populists,
many of your friends, people you call on the telephone, were being pumped up by the British. There
was a newsletter that came out from Lord ReesMogg in London, with a false warning that the government was about to declare martial law, that [Attorney General] Janet Reno was going to take away
people’s guns; that they were going to have an assault on private militias. That the people would be
disarmed. This was a newsletter from London to
here, put out to the militia people.
A man named Jon Roland-the same day, March
22, 1995-warned the news media; he sent this out
to newspapers, and the militias, that “crowded public places” were going “to be bombed, and the
bombings blamed on militia leaders”. This Roland,
a former Air Force officer, and a globalist, a World
Federalist, told me in an interview that his infor-
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mation on this bombing and his other information,
comes from intelligence agent contacts set up for
him by the British writer Ambrose Evans-Pritchard.
Four weeks after these warnings were given by these
gentlemen, the Oklahoma City federal building was
blown up by terrorists, and 168 people were killed.
This Roland personally started the private militia movement in Texas. He organized the private
group known as the Texas Constitutional Militia
the year before the Oklahoma City bombing. So
the British were prophets of this bombing, and they
were pumping up the militia, pumping up the populists. Out in Texas, March 25, right after this warning, just before the Oklahoma City bombing, the
militia turned out to a rally to see if they would be
slaughtered as Rees-Mogg said they would be by
the Federal government. Nothing happened, but
they were being pumped and pumped and pumped.
HOW WE HELPED
TORPEDO
“WACO II”
Last April, of this year, there was a siege in
southwest Texas. Do you remember that? It was
the Republic of Texas separatist group, completely
deluded, completely separate from all reality, historical and present. And some few among them were
threatening to repeat the Waco slaughter on a much
larger scale. They were asking for reinforcements
to come from around the country, armed, to join
them in a big huge shootout with the federal government. We intervened in that.
First of all, many of them believe the world’s
about to end, by God’s judgment, so what’s the difference? And they’re being led to hate their own
country by being pumped up with lies against the
United States government.
We found out the background of a leading provocateur plated among them, who calls himself
“White Eagle,” that he was actually trained by an
Air Force officer, who was a New Age guru, who
went around the world with British Intelligence
people like Gregory Bateson of MK-Ultra.
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Colonel; he was a chaplain in the armed forces, and
special forces and some other things. But he now
controls 200 chaplains in the armed forces: the
Army, the Navy, the Air Force and the Marines,
throughout the world Also, inside the FBI, and in
prisons, throughout
the country. He’s the
head of a network of
chaplains.
He controls
their
paychecks: if he says to
the government, ‘this
man doesn’t represent our group,’ they
have to fire him.
His bulletins,
and faxes, and audio
and video tapes are
being pushed onto
separatists and militias are being pushed
onto separatists and
militias all over the
country.
People in
the Republic
of
Texas group have
gotten all of this material, and I talked to
an awful lot of them
about this.
Now we are going to see a video.
You are going to see
him warning his mi- The aftermath of the bombing of
litia and separatist
Federal Building.
viewers about the
“imminent military takeover of the United States.”
He warns that the military is training to seize the
cities and put the people under slavery.
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case we need to go over to Africa, like Somalia, hundreds of people and deserves the punishment that
again.’
is obvious for that. That the President has com“Somalia doesn’t have any cities like ours. mitted crimes of immense magnitude to cover up
That’s not what they’re training for. That’s not his murders.
Ammerman was down there in Texas working
what they’re training for. They’re training how to
take you out of your home, out of in that siege, while I was working on it from Virginia. He was mediating between the separatists
your office, and all!
“. . . [Elvery major ground train- and the FBI. He was an intermediary: a guy pumping [facility], both Army and Ma- ing people up to attack and overthrow the govemrine [has a similar arrangement] .. . . ment and assassinate the President.
Now, “populists” get this kind of material.
To control terrain, to control
people, you must have ground What do we mean by “populists” today? Look at
an ad that is in a magazine called The Barnes Reforces....
“I have in my files...the six- view, that goes out to populists in America. It’s
page questionnarie..
.that was published by Willis Carto, publisher of Spotlight
given about three years ago at newspaper.
This is an ad for a book called
Twenty-Nine Palms [California] Friedrich Nietzsche, written by the Nazi ideologist
infantry training center for the Ma- Alfred Rosenberg. The ad describes Nietzsche as
rines there-you know, it’s pretty a “social populist”. This is openly Nazi.
There is an ad for a tape, “Battle Songs and
control
all
tough
to
Americans.. .got an extra copy and Marches of the German Armed Forces in World War
brought it out, and they published II”. You can buy this if you send money to ‘“NS
it and so I got a copy of it-the
Publications”.
The Aryan Nations and Ku Klux Klan and
full thing. It started out very innocuous . . . . But you go down to Christian Identity movements are being pumped up
the last question.
It said: ‘If with this type of material, with a whole cross-secAmerica chooses to disarm its citi- tion of precisely what Ammerman is getting out.
zens, and they refuse, would you Now those movements, as we demonstrated to the
shoot American civilians?’ And police authorities in Europe, are riddled by, and are
they were supposed to answer yes run by professional provocateurs, professional inor no. Some answered yes; would telligence agents. There is no “indigenous” moveyou believe they were put in a spe- ment of that sort. And we have discredited and
cial detachment, for special train- wrecked several of the leaders of these things, inP.4 crotr
the Oklahoma City ing, and were given a United Na- eluding the neo-Nazi faker Gary (‘“Gerhard”)
tions ID card when they finished Lauck, who is a British intelligence asset, who is
training?”
[On _>he .film, now in jail in Germany.
Ammerman pauses and nods his head affirmatively.]
“That’s pretty serious stuff, isn’t it? They were
PROMOTING
RACE WAR
placed under United Nations control because they
These people are aiming for race war, separatwould shoot civilians.”
IMMINENT
MILITARY
TAKEOVER:
Bunk! Now later in this tape, he says- to the ism, and disintegration of the United States.
Ammerman is a clergyman What kind of a clerTHE VIDEO:
loud applause of this Prophecy Club audience-that
Jane Fonda should have been executed, publicly. gyman is he? He’s called “Pentecostal” or ‘“charis(His organization is
matic”.
“Welcome to Prophecy Club, where we study, ‘Oh, rah, rah!’
called the Full Gospel Chapand research, Bible prophecy.. . . Our topic tonight Because people
laincy; that’s a denomination
is “The Imminent Military Takeover of the USA, are
angry.
that he made up, with his backII.” This will be the second video that we make of They’re angry
ers .)
Jim Ammerman.
at what hapWhat do we mean by that?
“Now, we prophecy students look at the Bible, pened in the
Well, he “speaks in tongues”.
and we say, ‘Wow, some of this seems to be coming Vietnam War.
That is, he speaks nonsense
to pass!’ We look at the newsletter and say, ‘there’s They’re angry
words, or syllables, and this is
some more of it coming to pass.’
about the govto take the place of prayer. He
“But we’re blessed to hear tonight some addi- ernment. Right
claims to have supernatural
tional information that you’ll never hear, you’ll after they are
powers, he claims to have power
never see, in the newspaper or on TV. Our speaker a p p 1au d i ng ,
of prophecy. In one instance, a
tonight is uniquely qualified to talk on it. He has while they’ve
guy came up to the stage in pain,
26 years in the military. He was the head [sic] mili- got their blood
and Ammerman said, “God told
tary chaplain for the Army, and he is now retired. up, he says,
me that 12 years ago you were
He is former Green Beret, CIA [sic], and has Top “And right bein an auto accident and injured
Secret security clearance [sic]. Will you help me hind her, they
your left shoulder.” God didn’t
welcome Jim Ammerman!”
should have extell him that. It’s like some of
[Ammerman speaking, wearing American-flag ecuted
Bill
the Masonic insurance compatie and standing under Prophecy Club logo:] Clinton.” And
nies, used to have people out
‘<...[Some of the Army is] training as a part of the they are quiet;
there who told them personal
multi-jurisdictional task force, and that main train- they’re thinkthings about people so they
ing is at Fort Polk, Louisiana, where they just built ing, “are we apcould cancel their life insurance.
a $20 million city to train in. It’s only the outside plauding
for
So, we investigated. This is
of the buildings.
that too? I’m
a pretty startling case, of a man
“I went down there. I get there fairly often. I not sure.”
who’s pumping people up for
other
have a granddaughter who is an Army doctor there,
In
civil war, and he’s running
and I have some chaplains assigned there. So I have tapes and dischaplains, who are in a confian official reason to go down there; a logical rea- cussions,
he
dential relationship to servicethat
son.
says
Author Anton Chai*&in addressing the Labor Day Confer
men all over the world. How is
“And I said, ‘why do we have a [training] city Clinton
has
ence
he protected? How does he get
like this?’ [Th e answer was,] ‘Oh. ..we train.. .in killed dozens or

Page 12
away with this? He says in his speeches, that his
chaplains in the Armed Forces tell him about the
movements of American Armed Forces, so that he
can alert people to counteract them! How does he
get away with that, if he is officially running these
things in the military?
We have a network of retired and active-duty
people in the military. We call them followers of
[Alvin] Toffler: “Third Wave”, New-Age futurists.
And they are also, the same people, End-Times
freaks, in the Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force; the
Special Forces; active duty, retired and reserves.
I’m not talking about all military people. Quite
the contrary. But I’m talking about people who have
a lot of power, and who are very dangerous.
Ammerman told me in an interview that when
the showdown comes between the government and
the people: ‘There is a network of Colonels and
above, throughout the military, who would stand
by the Constitution and against the President.
They know who they are, and they are in close
communication with each other. They could control the country if they need to.”
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There was a fight in the Pentagon, about the
matter of allowing this abomination to exist within
our military. When his group applied for the permission for him to be the “endorser” for these chaplains, in 1983-84, there was a fight that took 13
months. The traditionalists fought against it. But
that was the era of George Bush the Vice President, running covert operations, with Oliver North
working for him-who is one of these Pentecostals-and this was put through.
Now this is the “foreign” operation in the United
States. This is a British underground network, that
goes through the military, though Pentecostalism,
and the militias. The British globalists who set up
his chaplaincy, created the Pentecostal movement.
They seek to reduce Americans to mindlessness, to
the self-conception of lower animals. We have to
demonstrate that. 1 think you can reflect about that.
Think about the fact that the British Empire,
the Anglicans, the “high church”, the very wealthiest bankers of that sort, high aristocrats, the “Lords
of the Earth”, who look down on the people who
take up their manipulated faiths, their manipulated
movements: they have gathered *‘low church” subjects in the Untied States and throughout the world.
A certain Gen. Ralph Haines commissioned this
Ammerman chaplaincy to be set up. He asked
Ammerman to do it. An April 12, 1968 Wushington Post article shows Gen. Haines when he was
running the United States Army, all army troops
within the continental United States. He was using
all the counterinsurgency and intelligence operations underneath him, while moving his troops into
Detroit and Washington, D.C. to counter riots, before and after the martin Luther King assassination. If you think the military or somebody connected with the military might have had something
to with the assassinations, or the riots, ask him
about it.
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over. He used the counterintelligence files of the
military on the dissidents that might be active in
all the cities. This is what he told me.
So, he made headlines there, but then he faded
out of the picture.
Ammerman warns about a military takeover of
the United States! Yet this Haines is the man who
asked him to set up his organization, and who is on
his board and lectures to his chaplains, right now.
How did Haines go from counterinsurgency to
this insurgency against the United States? The New
York Times reported Feb. 1, 1973, on Haines’ retirement from his powerful Army post. General
Haines told me in an interview about his fateful experience two years earlier.
He went to meeting of a Masonic-like organization, called the Full Gospel Businessmen’s Fellowship. I’m sure some of you in the audience have
heard about that group. The meeting was run by a
British Intelligence asset, a professional brainwasher named Harald Bredesen.
Haines told me, that the “businessmen” there
were speaking out, and tears were running down
their cheeks. He said, “1 was getting very uncomTHE GLOBALISTS
fortable.” 1 signalled to my aide, let’s get going,
BEHIND
AMMERMAN
let’s get out of here. But Harald leaned over to me;
he said, “Are you charismatic?” 1 thought it over. I
We found that there is in fact a “globalist” coranswered, 1 don’t think so. What did charismatic mean?
ruption within the military. This man Ammerman,
“Harald was the speaker. . . . People were putand many others like him that you hear about, they
ting up their hands (in uncontrolled fevor). I put
warn about globalists. But it is those globalists
my hands up a little bit-the discreet Episcopal
who created Ammerman’s organization, who put
level. People asked me, ‘General, what’s your probhim up to his treason.
lem-why only half mast?’
He talks about “foreign troops” on American
“After Harald gave his talk, there was renewed
How many people have heard that story?
soil
praising of the Lord. My hands crept up to &lly
“Thure’s foreign*troops here! There’s foreigners
extended. 1 felt things happening to me. I felt things
in America! Did you know that?”
beyond my comprehension. It was not elation. 1
Now what does he mean by “foreign troops”?
was dazed by it. Everyone crowded around meWell, he days, particularly German troops. And he
they could all see something was happening. People
Dumps this thing up about German troops in
closed in on me-1 got out-1 went to my room; 1
America. And then he slips in the word-after
he
wanted to be alone. Harald came and ministered to
‘OPERATION
GARDEN
PLOT’
has repeated about a ‘German soldier in Dulles Airme.
port, a German soldier down in Texas-he
says,
Gen. Haines told the media that he was activat“The next day 1 saw that the speech I was to
“enemy troops”; he substitutes the word “enemy” ing a plan called “Operation Garden Plot”, which deliver was pabulum. What would satisfy these
for “foreign”.
was for the military to link up with local police people? The people were saying, ‘The general got
That’s called a “demagogue”.
departments and state governments, and with the zapped last night’ So, though 1 used the core of
The British are not “foreign”, in his lexicon. FBI, to take over all the cities in the United States, what 1 had prepared, I now spoke differently, taiThey are his guides.
for the military to move into them and take them loring it to what had happened. 1 then thought, 1
don’t know &hat ‘God wants of me but
I’m ready to do what He says.”
A few days after he retired from active duty, he started a new career. He
went to a meeting in Dallas, in 1973,
to organize and supervise the Pentecostal element in the Episcopal Church,
along with some world agents of the
Anglicans. In 1978, Haines went to England for an Anglican meeting and
other strategy sessions. The objective
was to set up a world-wide drive to
spread this lunacy that he was inducted
into.
I’m not speaking now about what
Pentecostalism is. I’ll get to that in a
minute. But what he went through, he
was now being induced to spread
around the world, under the guidance
of the Queen of England’s church. And
he met with the top leaders of that
church, working in strategy sessions to
spread it around the world. It was at
that point that Haines
asked
This 1973 booklet reports on a conference on Episcopalian ‘oharistmatio renewal’. Featuredspeakers were Gen. Ralph Haines Amtnermanto set up his chaplaincy or(right), who would later launch Col. Jim Ammeman’s anti-U.S. chaplaincy, and David duPlessis (left). a British agent who spread ganization.
the charistmatic movement under World Council of Churches protection.
[To be continued.]
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archaeological digs of the last 150 years, even
though much of the information is still unavailable

A Sketch Of Important
History:
Who isYahweh/Jehovah?
10/15/97

NORA BOYLES

reap the rewards. We are the cause of both circumstances.
What is “good”? Briefly, it is to love God, to
love ourselves (whom God Created), and to love
those others that God has Created-our
neighbors
as ourselves. Who is our “neighbor”? All of God’s
Creation! It will be by this criteria that we are
enabled to judge the worth of any teaching or
teacher and our own progress.
Having restated the Truth of your own worth
and independence from the imposed “traditions” of
others, I proceed with a short review or summary
of some history which I believe is important to your
recognition of God, especially when He mvisits this
Earth following the tribulation period of this ending Earth cycle, according to the prophecies of John
in the biblical Book of Revelation.

took up much of the “religion” of Babylon and incorporated it into their own
writings and beliefs. However, they did not include
God’sName “Bel” in the Old Testament.
Be1 was also known by the word idiom “Guer”,
translated as “George” by L.A. Waddell. In other
words, Be1 was also “George the dragon slayer”.
Bel’s early name was “Enlil’‘-“En”
meaning
“Lord”, although “Bel” became a generic term for
“God” in Babylon. The title of “Lord” was carried
over by the Semites as a name and description of
God.
Statues of Be1 began to be worshipped in the
Middle East. This worship deteriorated into the
practice of making food offerings to the statue
(idol), a practice still underway at the time of Daniel
the prophet (about 607 B.C. according to Ussher ‘s
Chronology). The “worship” deteriorated further
into the worship of many idols now call “Baals”.
Baa1 worship was practiced by the Ten Tribes of
Israel, who had separated from the temple worship
in Jerusalem, up until their defeat in 722 B.C. It
(Baa1 Worship) was conducted by a bevy of priests.

Before I get into the subject of this article I believe some critical truths and perspectives must be
restated:
(1.) Every souled being has a personal connection to God, their Creator. God is in and through
all of His Creation. He is within each unique individual, awaiting their turning to Him. There is no
need for any intermediary in the form of priest,
rabbi, minister or church. Although you may have
found an informative teacher, no one can take this
responsiblity for you.
(2 .) When an individual seeks God within themselves through prayer or meditation, it matters not
what name they call Him. The critical factor is
II. 2.000 B.C. The Habiru and their “God”,
their sincere and sustained heart desire to contact
Jahueh/Jehovah.
Him. God judges the intent of the heart, not the
label you give Him. He has been called by many
I. Pre-Historic Times In Babvlon-Father-God
There were many city-states at the time of Be1
names among various civilizations with differing (Bel)
and later in the Middle East, People grouped tolanguages and development.
(3 .) According to Hatorm, Esu Jmmanuel’s (proGod visited Earth and was known to man as a gether for trade and protection. About 2,000 B.C.,
nounced Immanuel) primary purpose when he was Sun God, who could “fly”! He brought a special according to archaeological discoveries in Babylon,
on Earth about 2,000 years ago was to teach people tree called the Tree of Life with Him. The tree had Cappadocia, Mari, Nuzi, Ugarit and Alalakh about
about the Kingdom of God within themselves. AC- “twelve manner of fruit”. Be1 was active in “slay- the turn of this century, nomadic bands of mercecording to Esu Jmmanuel in the biblical Book of ing dragons”, symbolic of putting down corrupt naries from various places and peoples were emMatthew, 24-l 4, the end of our corrupt civilization governments and<civilizations. (In this regard, re- ployed by wealthy landowners and became fierce
will not come until this teaching about the King- member, people bring the affects of their own ac- desert raiders known as “Habit-u”. The Habir I indom of God within each individual has been tions upon themselves. God does not punish them.) duded men from both Semitic and non-Semitic
preached in all the world. It is between you and A great deal has been discovered about Be1 from groups. There were no identified or named tribal
God, that is all. He is Light, and
groups or leaders among them.
you are Light, unless your soul
The Habiru had someone
has been bred out of you by evil
named Yahweh/Jehovah for their
beings.
“God”! Given the fact they were
(4.) Many teachers have
all paid mercenaries from a wide
been sent to help man undervariety of peoples, it has been
stand the Truth. Man in his igimpossible at this point to idennorant and illiterate state is oftify this Yahweh/Jehovah as a
ten taught with the use of symcultural god of known or verifibols (word pictures).
In that
able, historic precedents, people
A Collection of Research Articles which appeared
primitive state he does not unor place. Therefore, one is inin the weekly PHOENlx LIBERATOR and CONTACT Newspapers
derstand well enough or have
clined to consider the possibility
under the heading of Nora’s Research Corner from
access to enough information to
that he is some kind of leadermake comparisons
or judge7128192 through 4127193.
either wealthy landowner, king
ments of information.
Thereor military general who defore, he is often the prey of those
manded
worship from those subVOLUM
who would lie to him in order to
jects under him-a not uncomuse him for their own ends. It
mon demand among tyrants of all
has always been thus. Nevertimes. Certainly, information
theless man is born knowing
about Yahweh/Jehovah given to
good from evil. His soul reus in the Old Testament would
sponds within him, and he can
identify him among the most
come to know God by following
greedy, warring, egotistical and
the good within himself. Unfortyrannical leaders of all times. It
tunately, man has most often
appears that his name was a
denied or suppressed the inner
battle cry to all the Habiru from
promptings of his soul.
about 2,000 B.C. and forward.
BY
Our lives are actually our
(Remember, the modem world,
NORA BOYLES
or some few in this world, did not
own responsibility and the results of our own choices. It is
become aware of the existence of
Order by mailor phone: credit card phone orders to l-800-800-5565 (Mastercard,
VISA, Discover); Mail orders to Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc., P.O. Box
the law of cause and effect. We
the Habiru until the archaeologi27353, Las Vegas, Nevada 89 126. Please send $6.00 plus $2.50 for shipping 8s
cal finds beginning at the end of
learn our lessons in this way. If
handling;
Nevada residents, please add 7% sales tax.
we do good, we reap the rethe nineteenth century.) (Ref.:
Encyclopedia Judaica; The New
wards. If we do evil, we also
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Catholic Encyclopedia.)
Hatonn has said that
Yahweh/Jehovah was a tyrant king. Hatonn does
not include this name among his own.
However, it is quite interesting that, according
to Ussher 4 Chronology, the story of Abraham in
the Old Testament begins in 1996 B.C. In other
words, the “history” of the “Hebrews”, which was
developed and written in later centuries, is said to
begin at the same time the Habiru were becoming
known and active in the Middle East, from Babylon
to Egypt. There are archaeological finds which tell
us about the Habiru. There is as yet no archaeological find which supports a “Hebrew” presence
as early as 2,000 B.C., or even 800 years later. This
is why the “Hebrews” today are frantically digging to find a “record” of their “history”, including that tunnel under the Islamic Mosque on the
site called the “Dome of the Rock” in Jerusalem,
and is also a reason why so much was made of the
Dead Sea Scrolls, even though they are not of early
origin.

ars of this century you will soon discover they have
begun to use dates much later than Akhenaton
(1355-1325 B.C.) for the beginning of the “Hebrew”
stories. That is, unless they are among those scholars who are attempting to show the “Habiru” and
“Hebrew” are one and the same-an idea the “Hebrews” have not yet officially accepted.
‘Aton’, the One God of Light, also known as
the Central Sun of Creation, was known in Egypt
and elsewhere prior to the development of the “Hebrew religion”. The “Hebrews” picked up the idea
of “One God”, “God is Light”, as well as other
scriptures and claimed them as their own. The language versions of Aton’s name incorporated into
their writings by the “Hebrews” were Adon and
Adonai. These names were translated into English
as “Lord” in the Old Testament. They were used
as a general substitute by the “Hebrews” for “God’s
Name”, which according to Hebrew tradition, oculd
not be pronounced except once a year in the Holy
of Holies part of the Temple by the high priest!

III. 1355-1325 B.C.‘Akhenaton. King of Eavpt,
breaks with the old priesthood of Amon-Ra in
Thebes. moves his administrative citv to Akhentaten
(later known as Tel el-Amarna when it was discovered in an archaeological dig in 1897 A.D.). and
taught his people about “Aton”. the One God. God
of Light. and the Central Sun of His Creation.

IV. The “Hebrew religion” of their “God”,
Yahweh/Jehovah. was develoued into a uriestlv craft
sometime much later than Akhenaton (1325 B.C.).

Akbenaton was called a heretic, and his teachings destroyed or suppressed. Tel el-Amama proved
there were no “Hebrews” in Palestine or Egypt prior
to or at the time of Akhenaton! Egypt was in control of Palestine at the time of Akhenaton. Howevex, a fierce band. of desert marauders, called
“Habiru”, were causing problems.
When you consider that most people still view
the Bible as the Truth, and have had the accepted
Ussher’s Chronology of the Old Testament impressed upon them, both by preachers and heavy
media propaganda, for so long they still do not realize that most of its early “history” is not verified
by recent archaeological finds. The very foundation of the biblical story of Abraham up through
the Israelite’s exodus from Egypt and Moses’ receipt of the Ten Commandments cannot be as stated
in the Old Testament! Egypt was still in control of
Palestine over 150 years after Ussher would have
the Israelites masters there.
Of course, dating of historical material has always been a tricky business, and Ussher did not
claim perfection. Still, according to biblical texts
“Jacob” was in bondage to Egypt for over 200 years
and some say 430 years-so there should have been
a record of that at Tel el-Amarna or elsewhere in
Egypt. There is none!
I am fortunate to have purchased a KJV of the
Bible in 1940, which has an attached Concordance
and gives Ussher s Chronology of biblical events.
I know that Ussher and much of the Old Testament
cannot be accepted as even close to the facts. Nevertheless Ussher gives us the record of what people
were earlier taught to believe and still unknowingly
use to base most of their beliefs regarding Old Testament events since, indeed, the biblical stories have
not been corrected. Bibles and Concordances purchased more recently (I have seen several as early
as 1962) no longer contain Ussher ‘s Chronology
or provide any attempt to date Old Testament material. They cannot-it is not true! Are these facts
pointed out to you when you see the frequent movies on Old Testament stories? Not to my knowledge.
you research ._
any quantity
his. _However
_ if _._
_ of __
torical or archaeological material written by schol-
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According to Hatonn, the “Hebrews” had earlier overcome the Sumarians (aka Sumerians), took
their records, reworked them to fit their own history and claimed them as their own. Some support
for this statement can be found in my article in the
g/16/97 issue of CONTACT newspaper. But, who
were the “Hebrews”? There is no certain origin
for the name, according to The Etymological Dictionary of the English Language, and Harper’s
Bible Dictionary. These facts, together with the
newly revealed knowledge of the Habiru and the
lack of archaeological data to support the “early
history” of the “Hebrews” in Palestine has led many
scholars to believe that the Habiru and the “Hebrews” are one and the same! Of course, this means
that the biblical events and characters portrayed in
the Old Testament, at least for the period between
2,000 B.C. and 1325 B.C., are not supported by
facts.
A review of the word “Hebrew” may be in order here. We know that the word “Habiru” is derived from the consonantal word “HBR”, as found
in cuneiform documents. The word has a variety
of spellings using different vowels in different language usages (i.e. Habari, Habiri, abari, also
Khapiri in Ascadian, etc.). It would seem that the
word “Hebrew” is one of the possible spellings of
the consonantal word “HBR”, except it has that
consonant “w” at the end. This is actually a rather
strange development. It does not fit into the word
patterns generally found in translations of various
names and words. For example: If you take the
name Eshoo in Aramaic, it is translated into English as Esu, using the short “s” and the vowel “u”
in place of the Aramaic double “0” You don’t find
this same kind of variety in the language spellings
for the word “Hebrew”. It would seem that Hebm
or Hebro+ could be possible translations and vowel
usages with the same sound as “Hebrew” if the word
is from “HBR”, the consonantal word-and it must
have been, otherwise there is no known origin or
history for it other than Old Testament accounts,
which are now very much in question. The word
“Hebrew” was simply written into Old Testament
accounts without known historical precedents.
Taken from another point of view, look at the
use of the consonant “w” in the “Hebrew” consonantal word (YHWH) for “Yahweh”. The English
translated this name as “Jehovah”, interchanging
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the “J” for the “Y” and the “W” for the “v”. The
question is: Why, in the case of the word “Hebrew”
didn’t the English translation take the form of
“Hebrev”? Nothing actually fits, although we are
so accustomed now to the word that no one generally questions it.
In addition to the above there is a question about
Abraham’s lineage. He is said to have been a descendant of Heber at the time he was first called
“Hebrew” (Genesis 14:13). Heber is another name
taken from the consonantal word “HBR”. In my
Bible Concordance the people who were descendants of Heber were called “Heberites”.
Why
wasn’t Abraham called a “Heberite”? Since I discovered this anomaly I looked in other, later concordances and have found they do not always contain references to either the word “Heber” or
“Heberite”. It appears that a lot of “cleaning up of
their act” has quitely and surreptitiously been taking place among publishers of religious reference
works, even though the general public is still given,
and is accepting, the Old Testament accounts as
the truth. (I suggest you hang onto any Bibles and
Concordances published early in this century just
to compare with those being published today. As it
is going, very soon the new generation won’t be
able to discover the discrepancies in the later editions even though the stories are not changed.)
I believe from the above, and from some further information I shall share on the consonantal
word “HBR”, that people will begin to see that we
are all “Jews”, as Hatonn said sometime ago. How?
Well, I believe the “Jews” started out as “Habiru”mixed peoples hired for mercenary duties-not distinct tribes and not all Semitic people. HBR has
also been translated to mean “fellowship” or “brotherhood” (Haber). In Latin it is spelled Hiber. The
“I-I” is dropped in the Spanish version, whose people
are called Iber, or “Iberians”. Then we have some
islands off the West Coast of Scotland named
“Hebrides”,
and Ireland which was called
“Hibernia” in Latin. We are obviously all “brothers” and the “Hebrews” are not the origin of the
circumstances, although they claim to be.
If you read the biblical Book of Genesis, chapter 13 and 14 you will see that Abraham, when he
is first called “Hebrew” (Genesis 14:f 3), was engaged in activities very much like those in which
the Habiru were involved-war!
Further, his companions in arms were from a variety of groups and
peoples. Is it possible that some group of wealthy
landowners rewrote some “history” in order to claim
a distinct “religion” and “race” and thereby gain
perpetual control over a mass of people whom they
could use to support and further their aggressions?
Think carefully about this question.
One more comment on “Heber” before I leave
the subject. According to my Bible Concordance
the word means the same as “Eber”. If you look up
“Eber” you find it means “a place beyond”. The
“Hebrews” have claimed that this place is beyond
the Euphrates River-which places them in the area
of Babylon, and also accords with the origins of
the Habiru as well as the Semites who took over
the Babylonian “religion”. On the other hand, when
you also know that most of us were either brought
to this Earth or seeded here by those who came from
other civilizations in the Universe, then “a place
beyond” could certainly refer to a place beyond our
Earth in space! This is all the more conceivable
knowing as we now do that Father-God (Bel) and
His companions were space travelers.
In other
words, the word meaning “a place beyond”, could
have been included in the material taken over by
the Semites from the Babylon area and interpreted
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to fit their own “history”.

although he claimed the title and the power, which

When did the “Hebrew” god Yahweh/Jehovah,
enter the “history”?
According to the KJV of the
Bible he introduced himself to Moses on Mt. Horeb
at the time Moses was discussing with God the release of the Israelites from Pharaoh (Egypt). (ACcording to Ussher S Chronology this would have
been about 1491 B.C. However, we now know this
date is not possible, and the biblical “history” is
also not correct.)
The Book of Exodus (second book of the Old

was either ignorantly or fearfully given to him by
his subjects or paid for with stolen goods and property. Consider the “covenant” that “Jehovah” is
said to have given to Abraham, first in 1912 B.C.
(according to Ussher). He and his descendants after him are supposed to get all of the land between
the Euphrates River in Babylon and the Nile River
in Egypt. This sounds exactly like a military tyrant urging his troops on to ever more fighting with
the promises of vast tracts of land (belonging to

Testament), 6:2 & 3: “And God spake unto Moses

Page 13
be found in the back issues of CONTACT newspaper for 1l/9/93, 1l/16/93, 1l/23/93, 1217193and a
supplement of 3/15/94. In this series I present all
of the material I could find regarding the claimed
descendants of King David The possible range of
“descendants” is critical because, according to the
religion of the Jews, their expected Messiah (world
leader-anointed
one) must be a descendant of King

David. The original King David was king about
1055 B.C.; according to Ussher S Chronology the
date was revised

to 10 17 B.C. using

Assyrian

the defeated people) as the spoils of war. It cer- records. The genealogies were put together by Jewand said unto him, I am the Lord:
tainly was not God, Whose Laws include: Thou ish scholars and rabbis attached to the various Tal“And I appeared unto Abraham, unto Isaac, and shall not kill; Thou shall not covet thy neighbor’s mudic Academies prominent in various cities of the
unto Jacob by the name God almighty, but by my property; Thou shall not steal, etc. (According to Middle East around the turn of the first century,
name JEHOVAH was I not known to them.
A.D., and later. Most of the material is taken from
biblical accounts the “covenant” was periodically
From the very clear statements above, it appears renewed, and, of course, today those who claim to the Talmud and Old Testament accounts, which
we should not find the name of “Jehovah” in the be Jews are still fighting to make that “covenant” a were also complied near the turn of the first cenBible prior to Exodus 6:2 & 3. However, this is reality after almost 4,000 years. But, was “Jeho- tury A.D., and which are so far unsubstantiated and
not the case.
vah” God? And, has it truly been 4,000 years or unsupported by archaeological finds. The material
In Genesis 22 we read about Abraham setting are we looking at a remarkably durable myth, in is not continuous in many instances, having gaps
out to sacrifice his son Isaac. He is stopped by an the real sense of the word? Where does the “his- in the dates, requiring the composers of the accounts
angel. A ram was provided for the sacrifice in- tory” of the “Hebrews” begin and end?)
to rely heavily upon “tradition”. Further, the acstead, and Abraham called the place “JehovahThe concern over Old Testament accounts which counts are not signed and the “authors” unknown,
jireh”, which, according to my Concordance means: reveal Yahweh/Jehovah as a “God of wrath” is ba- although there is speculation upon their identity.
“Jehovah will provide”.
sically sound, in my opinion. Many scholars have In their present forms, the Seder ‘Olam Rabbah and
Of course, if “Jehovah” was not called “God” spent years analyzing the Bible, and have arrived the Seder ‘Olam Zuta, which are the two documents
at that point, but was in his capacity as leader of at the conclusion that “Yahweh/Jehovah” is included compiled in the Academies and used to establish
the Habiru (of which it appears that “Abraham” in texts primarily subservient to the priests. If this the line of David’s descendants, first appeared towas a part) then this bit of “scripture” might be is true, and there is much to support it, then gether in 15 14 A.D. This was at the time Abraham
historically understandable. However, how do you “Yahweh/Jehovah” is a character developed through b. David’s Sfer ha-Kabbalah appeared. The texts
account for the second “Jehovah” that later shows human authorship rather than a True Higher teach- have had several translations and editions since that
up in Exodus 6:2&3? The scribes who put this “his- ing. This is not the first time in history that the time. (1514 A.D. is a very long time from King
tory” together obviously did not have all of the Old priesthood has usurped God’s Laws and set sys- David, and longer still from Adam, who is listed at
Testament available for comparison, or were un- terns up to work to their own advantage. The story the head of the accounts.)
A new twist in the “genealogies” taken from
concerned or unknowing about the Truth! On the of the statue of Be1 being given rood offerings in
other hand, they may have been adding the story of the Apocryphal book titled Be1 And The Dragon, todays plethora of “New Age” speculation is to be
the Habiru to other material and did not notice the is a good example (see 9/16/97 issue of CONTACT found in the book Holy Blood, Holy Grail. Supdiscrepancies. Something of the sort has to be con- for more details). (Ref.: Ancient Judaism, Biblical posedly, the “elite” of Europe are descended from
Esu Jmmanuel (pronounced Immanuel) through a
sidered.
Interestingly,
the words used in the Ara- Criticism From Max Weber to the Present.)
maic version of the Old Testament, Genesis 22:14
Indeed, today there is another formidable ques- child born to Mary Magdalene and said to be sired
is “Mariah-nekhzey” instead of “Jehovah-jireh”. tion: Who is a Jew? The Book of Revelation tells by Jmmanuel. This child supposedly headed the
One wonders if the L,ramaic-speaking people ever us about those who “say they are Jews but are not, dynasty of the Merovingians, which ruled prior to
There is nothing but myths and
heard of “Jehovah”. (This is critical because Esu and are of the synagogue of Satan”. We know from Charlemagne.
speculation in the accounts, although we are told
Immanuel
spoke Aramaic.)
Both the words
Hatonn’s teachings
and the research of several
“Mariah” and “Jehovah” have also been conve- scholars that from 75% to 90% of the “Jews” to- that there is a record in the Vatican showing they
niently translated as “Lord” by biblical translators
day are Zionists and Ashkenazi Jews. They are not supported the Merovingian’s claims.
When you know that the Vatican is heavily intoday. In fact, according to George M. Lamso, who “Semites” or descended from the original “Israeltranslated the Aramiac Bible into English, he was ites”. Their forefathers joined the Jewish religion filtrated by Masons, Zionists and Communists, and
required to follow currently-approved English ver- about the eighth century A.D. They are known as the heads of all these groups are Khazarian Jews,
sions of the Bible in his translation. There is no Khazars, and were originally from the area around you can better judge any possible “record” held by
freedom of the press in America today.
the Caucasus Mountains, the Black Sea and the the Vatican in regard to the Merovingians. FurIs there any reference to Jehovah being a tem- Caspian Sea (once known as the Khazar Sea). They ther, the Vatican announced in the Connoisseur
poral leader in the Bible? I found one reference have no claim to any “covenant”, however ques- magazine of December 1989, that it has no archives
which uses the words “Jehovah-nissi” in Exodus tionable, said to be given to a man named Abraham older than 1,000 years. Therefore, it appears there
I7:f 5. My Concordance translates these words as about 19 12 B.C. Further, they do not follow God’s will be no valid records forthcoming in the future
“Jehovah is my banner”. However, George M. Laws which should be the primary criteria for regarding any Davidic claims of the Merovingians
Lamsa, who translated the Peshitta (Bible) from claiming any connection to “God’s people”. Yet, from the Vatican, unless they decide to conveniently
the Aramaic language has translated the word they have demanded the land of Palestine for them- change their story on the antiquity of their archives.
“nissi” as “nasi” in his work. The word “nasi” was selves based on this very shaky “history” of a “cov- A problem to watch for is that the Vatican often
stands upon their “ecclesiastical” rights, and even
and is used by the Jews to identify their temporal enant” from “God”.
leaders, and especially those who are recognized
Look at the situation from another perspective. though they could make some kind of infallible proor claim to be descendants of King David. There- Pretend you are, for example, a Greek living in the nouncement on the subject of the Merovingians in
fore, that “Jehovah” is given this title is certainly United States. Your life is not going well and you the future, there will be no adequate or secured inindicative of his position as temporal prince. Re- decide to join the Greek Orthodox Church. Further vestigation of the documents upon which it is based.
member, the Jews do not look for a return of problems develop and you decide the government This statement is based upon knowledge of the preImmanuel or of God to this Earth. Their hope of a should repatriate you to Greece and provide you vious denial of requests for archival information
“Messiah” rests in a temporal king of the Davidic free maintenance.
Do you think your concerns from the Vatican. In any event, when Jmmanuel
line-one who will be both priest and king in a res- would be heard?
Are you not as worthy an (now known as Sananda) returns, any question
urrected Jewish kingdom intended to rule the world. individual as a Jew, and even more legitimately a about Mary Magdalene’s pregnancy will be cleared.
There has been great criticism of the biblical Greek? In my opinion, democracy really does not Remember, the Catholic Church was first a Roman
“angry God Jehovah” down through the centuries. live in the United States, Israel, or the New World State Church, set up in the fourth century A.D. Its
first “pope” was Julius Caesar who controlled
Jehovah certainly did not follow God’s Laws in any Order.
In November 1993, I started a series of articles church policy from the beginning. Later emperors
way. This is the best means of judging him as a
“God”- he was not. and did not attemot to be one. titled: The Descendants of Kinn David. Thev can were known Khazars (Theodoric, Odoacer).
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V. God’s son. Esu Jmmanuel. lived and taught
in Palestine at the turn of the First Centurv A.D.

Ceres Hatonn.

What little of his teachings remain in the New
Testament clearly show that he was not in agreement with the established temple worship of the day.
Further, most of his teachings were destroyed, and
most of the facts concerning his life obliterated. He
was sorely persecuted by the Jewish priesthood. It
was at their urgings to Pilate, the Roman governor
of Palestine at the time, that Esu Jmmanuel was
crucified. (Ref. : Josephus Complete Works)
According to Hatonn, the two “Commandments”, as presented in the Bible which are not
God’s Laws are the one about the rules for the Sabbath and the requirement to give 10% of your earnings to “God” (the temple). Both of these “commandments”
were also conde,mned by Esu
Jmmanuel, and clearly show how the treacherous
priesthood worked to gain power and wealth for
themselves.
(If you think about it, only a thirddimensional being would have any use for “tithes”.)
(With this system the priests of Thebes had gained
control of one-third of the property and wealth of
Egypt at the time of Akbenaton.) Immanuel taught
that you need no intermediary such as a priest or
temple to contact God within yourself. This was
the teaching that was most threatening to the wicked
priests and their controllers-they
could see that
their control and wealth would vanish if too many
people followed Jmmanuel.
Jmmanuel taught that he would return, and the
Book of Revelation, 19: I6, tells us he will have a
new name when he returns. According to Hatonn
the .rew name is “Sananda”, a new status revealing
his progress. Hevhas not been idle for 2,000 years.
Jmmanuel did not die on the cross. There is
historical evidence which shows that he recovered
and traveled to India, living to an old age. It is
only recently that this information has been uncovered and shared in the West. (Ref.: The Jesus Conspiracy, Jesus Lived In India.) Whether or not the
Roman State Church was aware of Jesus’ recovery
is not publicly known.
It is the Truth that will set us free from all of
the imposed lies of the past, and that day is coming.
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The “Word”, or the Truth of the way things are
is going forth from Hatonn and His Scribe. We are
nearing the end of the millennium and most of the
signs pointing towards the tribulation period and
the end of our present system of things are in place.
According to the biblical Book of Revelation, God
will return with Sananda at the end of this period.
God is Light, there will be no need for a Sun when
He is present. He is ‘Aton’, the Central Sun of His
Creation. Hatonn is Commander of the galactic
fleet of space ships presently in our skies. He is in
the fourth dimension in order to work more closely
with us. In His higher aspects He is ‘Aton’.
I John 1:s:
“God is Light, and in Him is no darkness at all.”
Revelation 21:23:
“And the city (New Jerusalem) had no need of
the Sun, neither of the Moon, to shine in it; for the
glory of God did lighten it, and the Lamb is the
light thereof.”

It should now come as no surprise to you that
this Sun God who travels with His Son, who has
progressed to the status of Sananda, will, as He
did in Ancient Babylon, be bringing a Tree of Life
with Him.
Revelation 22: 1 & 2:
“And he showed me a pure river of Water of
Life, clear as crystal, proceeding out of the throne
of God and ofthe Lamb. [The real Age ofAquarius
begins?]
“In the midst of the street of it [“New Jerusalem ” which has descended from heaven], and on
either side of the river, was there the Tree of Life,
which bare twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her
fruit every month: and the leaves of the tree were
for the healing of the nations.”
In my opinion, that prophesied “New Jerusalem” will actually be one .of three things.
1. The Phoenix space ship, which will be in our
skies and much closer to our Earth following the
tribulation period.
2. A huge space platform which has been prepared in the space ship and is lowered to our Earth.
3. A beautiful city which is caused to be built
VI. 1987 A.D.. we reach the end of the Mavan on our Earth by God and through the activity of
Calendar and contact is established with Gveoraos His people.
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Because the prophet John, of the Book of Revelation, was viewing symbolic events, and because
we now know, unequivocally, that God works with
us and not for us, I am inclined to accept possibility #3. as the potential reality regarding “New
Jerusalem”. However, The Phoenix space ship will
also be in our skies at some point and will look like
a second Sun.
You already know that John’s symbolic “New
Jerusalem” cannot be lowered to or created on the
site of the Old Jerusalem, because, according to
John’s prophecies, Old Jerusalem will be destroyed
in two major earthquakes and the land where it now
sits will be broken up into three parts (Rev.: If :I3
and 16:12-19). It is called by John: “Sodom and
Egypt”, the city “where our Lord was crucified”
(Rev. : II ~8).
Sananda will not be returning to the site of Old
Jerusalem, although God’s two witnesses will warn
its inhabitants for 1,260 days prior to the first major earthquake wherein a tenth part of the city will
fall (Rev. : Chapter I I).
Bibliography: King James Version of the Holy
Bible, (contains a Concordance) Oxford at University Press (Purchased 1940); Temples, Tombs and
Hierogfyphs, The Story OfEgyptoZogy, by Barbara
Mertz, Pub. Coward-McCann, Inc., N.Y. (1964);
Encyclopedia Judaica, Keter Pub. Co., Ltd; N.Y.
(1971) under Habiru, Nasi, Tel el-Amama, Seder
Olam Zuta; The New Catholic Encyclopedia,
McGraw, Hill Books Co., N.Y. (1967) under
Habiru; Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language, Pub. Oxford at Clarendon Press, First
Ed. 1879-1882, 1968 Impression, under Hebrew;
Harper b Bible Dictionary, Pub. Harper & Row,
S .F. (197 l), under Hebrew; Holy Bible from the
Ancient Eastern Text (The Peshitta), by George M.
Lamsa, Pub. Harper & Row, S.F. (1968); The Jewish Encyclopaedia, KTAV Pub. Hse., Inc., Ed.
Isidore Singer under Seder ‘Olam Rabbah, Seder
‘Olam Zuta; Connoisseur magazine, 12189 issue,
Article by Peter Degradze titled Inside the Vatican,
Secret Archives, Confessions,
Love Letters,
Breaches of Faith; Holy Blood, Holy Grail, by
Henry Lincoln, Richard Leigh, Ph.D., and Michael
Baigent, Pub. Delacourt Press, N.Y. (1982); The
Phoenician Origin of Britains, Sots and AngloSaxons, by L.A. Waddell, The Christian Book Club,
Hawthorne, CA 90250 (1983);
The Encyclopedia of Religion and
Ethics, Ed. James Hastings, M.A.,
D.D., Charles Scribner’s Sons,
N.Y. (1918); The Larouse Encyclopedia of Mythology, Intro. by
Robert Graves, Hamlyn N.Y.
(1959); Ancient Judaism, Biblical
Criticism from Max Weber to the
Present, by Irving Zeitlan, Polity
Press, Cambridge (1984). (For information on studies made of the
diverse sources of the Pentateuch,
see Appendix herein titled Documentary Hypothesis.); Josephus,
Complete Works, Trans. by William Whiston, A.M., Kregal Publications, Grand Rapids, Mich.
(1960) (This was a gift from a
friend; R.E.B., thank you.); The
Jesus Conspiracy,
by Holger
Kersten & Elmar R. Gruber, Element, Rockport, Mass (1992);
Jesus Lived In India, by Holger
Kersten, Element Books, Ltd.,
Longmead, England (1986).
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sanancta:
ThereShallBe
NoLieLeftUnexpose
10/25/97

ESU uJESUS” SANANDA

Good afternoon, my scribe. I, Esu Immanuel
“Jesus” Sananda, have come at this time that a
much-needed message go forth.
Your environment is changing and, with each
passing day, you will notice more and more outward signs of this change.
Many resist the
change and will refuse to see the clues all about
them. These are the times prophesied some two
thousand years past.
There shall be no lie left unexposed!
The her,t of man will become as an open
book for all to read.
The quiet (behind the
scenes) manipulators of those ones who crave
power, control, and physical material are beginning to see that their games no longer work and
that the whole world can see right through them.
These ones need the cloak of secrecy in order to
keep their “status” in society.
This is to say
that their ego demands the status and these ones
are slaves to their ego-self.
Such was the fall of one called Lucifer (“the
Lighted one”). As he continues to succumb to
the pressures of his ego, he efforts to manipulate others to walk his path and thus justify his
position or argument with his Creator - GOD!
You cannot be greater than He who created
you! In the physical, you may become greater
than your parents in some material way, but you
can NEVER be more than Infinite Source. You
CAN attain the level of a “leading-edge” awareness WITH Him, and therein is the background
for the statement “I and my Father are one”.
To hide in secrecy, due to shame of actions
taken, is but to deny self-responsibility.
If you
are hiding, then you know that you have done
something wrong. Yet, God knows you! You
are not hiding from Him!
And, as your environment continues to shift
upward in frequency, so too shall your physically-oriented brethren come to know the REAL
you-as
a result of a heightened perception of
the interconnectedness
between all things.
It is time to let go of the garbage and the
pretense, for the days of pretending are but over.
YOUR responsibility for YOUR own spiritual

growth is becoming ever more apparent to all as
more of you ones “grow up”. Would you take
on the blame because another has chosen to
smoke cigarettes for many years and now has
lung cancer? No, the “blame” and consequences
fall squarely on the shoulders of the one chaosing to chronically poison their vehicle in such a
manner. THIS IS A TIME FOR HONESTLY
CONFRONTING THYSELF!
Those of you who cannot accept the changes
happening all around you, and who are embroiled
deeply in the physical-material aspect of this experience, will find yourselves in an ever more
difficult environment in which to survive.
To begin with, ones will no longer see you
as somehow being helpless. Ones will see you,
rightfully, as a fragment of Creator.
So when you try to make excuses for your
actions or inactions, such will be seen for the
ego fear-based responses (fear being the polar
opposite of Joy/Love/GOD!) that they are, and
there will be little-to-no sympathy to be found.
Thus the ego-self will literally starve into submission, or the physical experience will expire
due to the severe unbalanced condition.
This message is intended as a “heads-up”
indicator to you who are seeking, so that you
can know the mechanism by which peace shall
be attained on your planet. When there can
be no lie or manipulation or conspiracy, then
there can be no war.
When you finally can see your brethren,
animals, and plants with the eyes of a TRULY
connected soul, you will see the beauty and
magnificence of Creator in ALL things. You
will not listen to anyone who speaks of destroying any part of it!
You ones are experiencing in truly wondrous
times, for there are great insights to be experienced, and even greater growth to be achieved,
as this transformation unfolds. Our purpose is
to assist each of you with this process and to
provide you with guidance when you have TRUE
desire for same.
You may do that which you will with what
is offered here. Our hope is that you will look
beyond the words, and go within and connect

for yourself, and experience the meaning and
intent of each message. You will find that such
is offered with great Love and Higher Understanding.
Your world is in great, great chaos and
you are not being shown anywhere near the
whole picture in your general media sources.
This is in large part due to the fact that the
illusionary facade of the “elite” is failing to
fool you-the-people.
MANY are beginning to see through the
lies-especially
those of you who maintain
selves in a high-frequency state. Thus, those
who are responsible for manipulating (mindcontrolling) you through such media con&tits
have had to provide ever more “artificial”
“entertainment” for your consumption in the
guise of your so-called news programs.
In
many respects, your “news” must be carefully manufactured, and even more carefully
presented, to avoid having to tell you truth.
However, as more and more people draw
upon the Courage to speak out, the truth of any
situation cannot be contained. This is the TRUE
meaning of the phrase “the power of the people”
and it would be wise to remember that such is
your birthright as a Lighted fragment of Creator
Source. In this regard is there “safety in numbers” since the control tactics of the elite wouldbe-kings break down when enough stand in the
Light of Truth and share that Truth. And as I
said so many years ago, to those ones close to
me at that time, who likewise battled with their
fears of inadequacy or overwhelm, “Where two
or more are gathered in My name, I am also
there!”
The programming of the people has one
great error and that is the fact that the Godforce within can only be contained with the
consent of the individual. When there comes,
within the individual, a desire to understand
and be free, then there is no programming,
anywhere, that can contain the potential energy of that desire ! To attempt to contain
such desire defies the most fundamental Law
“Achieve the wisdom of
of The Creation:
knowledge inasmuch as this will enable you
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to wisely follow the Laws of The Creation.”
This is the Power behind the phrase “the call
compels the answer” and the controllers know
their days are numbered as you Lighted ones
wake up and ask, with heart desire, to be shown
Truth, for those are powerful energies of inquiry
set into motion, and such sincere questioning
also then allows us (gives us permission in your
free-will environment) to help you more in finding those answers you seek.
Meanwhile, the experience of being a puppet has its value, too, in the evolutionary cycles
of the soul. The value comes from the experience of overcoming the “lie”. You must agree
to be trapped in order to be trapped. Many of
you enjoy the challenge of solving difficult
puzzles and will, at some level, agree to become trapped.
Again, there are NO victims,
only volunteers.
With this said I, Esu Sananda, hope that you
can see that there is no fear-mongering here and
that I am simply pointing out the observable
facts.
For a great deal of your population,

the fear of death is only surpassed by the
fear of living ! This is to say that many of you
have been mentally conditioned (mind controlled)
to worry about doing the “right” thing. So much
so that you actually spend more time contemplating activity than actually DOING.
Your fears of doing the “wrong” thing cause
you to procrastinate
to the point of inaction.
These are the subtle tactics of the “puppet masters” who are pulling your strings.
For those of you who are sitting out there
wondering, “What can I do?” I say to you:
go within and find within your Heart that
which has great value to you in terms of inner fulfillment. Then take action while holding the inner Joy foremost within. From this
position of True Power you can create universes, let alone move the mountains that
seem to be in your way.
You limit yourselves; it is not God or some
evil being somewhere who does so. You are,
indeed, your own worst enemy, by far! Look
within and cast out that which causes ydu worry

Unprecedented’coalition
of former deep cover agents t operatives details and documents
government corruption that is inflicting enormous financial, physical and sometimes fatal
harm upon unsuspecting Americans. The group includes former FBI Special Agents,
heads of CIA airlines and financial institutions, drug traffickers, Mafia families, and
other spooks. The book, Defrauding America, is filled with facts and documentation; no
conspiracy theories. A must-read to understand the cancerous extent of government
corruption in the three branches of government and the obstacles facing Americans in
defending themselves.

CREDIBILITY
THE
BOOK,

OF THE
AND
THE

AUTHOR,
GROUP:

Diverse deep-cover background of Stich’s group of deep-cover sources, Stich’s
background as federal investigator, the evidence generated from his aggressive 30 years
of David v. Goliath battles to expose government corruption, hundreds of government
documents, and reference to judicial and other government records, provide outstanding
support. The author was a Navy pilot, an airline captain, and has appeared as guest and
expert on over 2500 radio and television shows since 1978 in the United States, Canada,
Mexico, Germany, and Holland.

BOOK

REVIEWS:

Unclassified,
the magazine of the Association of National Security Alumni: “Zt is
reading for anyone concerned with national security system abuses... This is a
moving book by a man of integrity deeply affected by the injustice, criminality, and
suffering he has seen and personally experienced over the past two decades. ”
Nexus magazine: “This is a thoroughly researched and comprehensive book. Z highly
recommend the book as an all-timeclassic in itsfield. ” L. Fletcher Prouty, author The
Secret Team, and JFK-The CIA, Vietnam and the Plot to Assassinate John F. Kennedy:
“Your book is great. ” John Austin’s HIS Features in Hollywood: “The mast explosive
book on the market,”
required

Encyclopedia of Secret Operations by the CIA, DEA, and Other Covert Agencies.
Explosive third edition, hard cover, 753 pages, $28 plus $4 shipping.
Call l-800-247-7389, or DWP, PO Box 5, Alamo, CA 94507
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(fear). There is nothing to worry about or fear
when you TRULY understand WHO you are and
acknowledge, WITH FEELING, your personal
connection within to All That Is!
You only have to get quiet and find within
that which your heart will guide you to, and then
you will know with certainty that there is NOTHING to fear-EVER!
Look forward to the rebalancing-rebirthing
process that is taking place at this time. It is
what you came here to be a part of and experience. Your inner desire is in alignment with
facing the challenges of this experience.
May you have the Eyes to see, the Eers to
hear, and the Heart to understand that which is
coming into your experience.
I am Esu Immanuel Sananda. Many refer to
me as “Jesus”.
The name matters not, for in
time that too will fade. I come to honor my
promise to your world and to my Father, that all
of my responsibilities be met. With great Love,
I place my blessing upon this message.
In Light and Love-Salu!

The group ‘s data and documents on government
corruption, in which they are either participated or
observed, include:
l

l

l

l

l

Decades of CIA drug trafficking into the United
States, often with organized crime, later joined by the
Drug Enforcement Administration, the military, and the
National Security Council, aided and abetted by the
coverup and disinformation tactics of government and
non-government checks and balances.
CIA looting of U.S. financial institutions, including
the savings and loans, HUD, and other financial
operations.
The looting of Chapter 11 assets, turning many
Americans who naively exercise this statutory
protection into pampers. Heavily implicated in this
corruption are federal judges, trustees, and law firms.
Government-ordered “termination” of American
POWs in Indochina, and supporting documents.
Key role played by the CIA and Justice Department
the Pan Am 103 Lockerbie and TWA Flight 800

in

disasters.
l

Other covert operations

that have, or are, defrauding

America, including October Surprise,
BNL, and Iran-Contra.

Inslaw, BCCI,

9 Government retaliation against those seeking to
report these activities, including assassinations,
mysterious deaths, and the 30-year persecution cf the
author.
* Symbolic involvement in these activities by Congress,
Department of Justice, federal judges, Supreme Court
Justices, and much of the media.
9 Details of the great harm suffered by Americans as a
result of these and other government activities.
l

Details of how the American public is kept
of these activities.

uninformed
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TELEPH
HOTLIN
805-822-0202

As an adjunct to CWVT.ACT,
the Telephone Hotline keeps you
as informedas possible on currenl
events and other importanl
information that needs to get ta
our subscribers before OUI
publishing date.
The message machine will
8nswer after 2 rings if there ar4
any new messages for that day,
and after 4 rings ifnot. Thus UWJ
callers can hang up after 2 ring!
and save toll charges if no new
message has been recorded. Ii
the HotIine does not answer your
call, then that means there i!
currently
no Hotline message.

